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This book is dedicated to the 500,000 l'ietnainese, Laotian, and
Cambodian men, women, and children who studied in the

overseas refugee program.
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Language in Education: Theory and Practice
11w Educational Resources InfOrmation Center (ERIC:), which is supported
by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education, is a nationwide system of information centers, each re-
sponsible for a given educational level or field of study. ERIC's basic objec-
tive is to niake developments in educational research, instruction, and teacher
training readik accessible to educators and members of related professions.

The ERIC Clearinghouse on languages and Linguistics (ERIC /C'..1.), one of
the specialized information centers in the ERIC system, is operated by the
Center fin- Applied Linguistics (CAE) and is specifically responsible fir the
collection and dissemination of infOrmation on research in languages and
linguistics and on the application of research to language teaching
and learning.

In I 989, CAL was in\ arded a contract to expand the activities of ERIC,CI.I.
through the establishment of an adjunct ERIC clearinghouse, the National
Clearinghouse fO ES!. literacy Education (NCL ). NCLE's specific focus is
literacy education for language minority adults and out -of- school youth.

ERIC:Cll. and NCLE commission recognized authorities in languages, lin-
guistics, adult literacy education, and English as a second language (ES!.) to
write about current issues in these fields. Monographs, intended for educa-
tors, researchers. and others interested in language education, are published
under the series title, Language in Education: Theory and Practice (Lila The
LIE series includes practical guides fur classroom teachers, state-of-the-art
papers, research reviews, and collected reports.

For further U11611E114)11 on the ERIC system, ERIC/Cll., or NCL, contact
either clearinghouse at the Center fO Applied Linguistics, I 118 `:2nd Street
NW, Washington DC 20037

Vkic Lewelling, El?1C/C1.1. Puldi«nimts Coordinator

Miriam J. Burt. NCLE Publicatton.s Coordinator
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Preface
This hook is about a- I5-year experiment in ejilgee F111111

19SO to /995, the U.S. Department of State funded an intensive Eng-
lish language and cultural orientation program that prepared refitgees
living in camps in Southeast Asia for ye in the United States. The
success of this program led to the creation of smaller-scale efforts in
other parts of the u.,or;(1, and today, pre-resettlement pgrams take
place in Kenya and Croatia for U.S.-bourn! .African and Bosnian refu-
gees. This book focuses on the program in Southeast Asia because it
was by .1«r the lmgest of the overseas progrwiis. Over the course of 15
years, about 500,000 Vietnamese, Laotian, and Cambodian refugees
studied in camps in Hong Kotu;, Thailand, Indonesia, and
the Philippitles.

The overseas ill'Ogr(111 represents a unique experiment ill American
history, and information about the program should be of interest to a
wide range of rewlers. The book's primary mulienee, however, will be
educators. Tlw overseas 'mignon was (1 place where some of the
newest ide.ls in language and cross - cultural education were proposed.
debated, and tested. The princip«1 purpose of this book is to document
some of the program's best work and to share it with other
rchigee educators.

Those who want to learn more about the overseas program can find
many of its reports, instructimud materials, and student work ill an
archival collection housed at the (enter fo Applied Linguistics in
ll'ashington, DC and at World Le(111ing ill 13rattleb01-0, Vermont

1)onakl Kantor(/ and AlargI I "tieger, Editors
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Balancing the Ideal
and the Pragmatic
Reflections on the Overseas
Refugee Program
Ann Morgan
U.S. Department of State

Since 1980, the Department of State has limded pre-entry train-
ing Ib reingees accepted for resettlement in the United States.
The training programs have varied in size, location, locus, dura-
tion, and purposes; the student populations have also changed
over time. 'the 15-year ell'ort is unprecedented in the history of
relitgee migrations into the United State:: For the first time, the
U.S. government has provided refitgees with skills needed fiw
resettlement befiwe they enter the United States.

Vietnamese boat people, hilltribe people from Laos, Anterasians
from Vietnam, Cambodians fleeing from the Khmer Rouge, Ethio-
pians and Eastern Europeans escaping repressive regimes, Bosnians
persecuted alter Yugoslavia broke apartthese and others have
participated in programs designed to meet their special needs.
Nearly a million refugees have benefited; hundreds of organiza-
tions have played a role; dozens of governments have
been involved.

Over the years, training programs were implemented in 15 coun-
tries where refiNees sought protection while they applied fiw re-
settlement in the United States and other countries. By far the
largest of these programs operated in Southeast Asia in refilgee
processing centers established in Indonesia, Thailand, and the
Philippines. Because of their size and longevity, this book fbcuses
on the programs in Thailand and the Philippines, which flour-
ished fiw almost 13 years.

12
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RespOnding to the Crisis
After the 1975 fall of the U.S.-supported governments in Vietnam,
1.aos, and Cambodia, it was inevitable that the United States would
admit large numbers of refUgees fleeing Southeast Asia. Closely
associated with the United States, many could lay claim to a legiti-
mate fear of persecution by new and repressive regimes. They
\milk! conic and bring their relatives.

America saw and remet., /erect the poignant pictures of terrified
Vietnamese left behind when it closed its embassy in ..iaigon in
1975. Four years later, America saw and responded generously to
media coverage of boat people fleeing Vietnam and of sick and
starving ( :ambodians, victims of the genocidal Khmer Rouge, strug-
gling into 'Fhailand. The United States opened its doors wide.

Although public policy was generous in its response to the relitgee
crisis, dale was concern that the entry of thousands of Southeast
\sian refitgees without English and basic orientation to American
life might trigger a backlash. There was reason for concern. Al-
most overnight the refiigee influx had altered the complexion of
«mmutnities around the 1.'nited States. Racial and ethnic balances
were disturbed. (:ultural clashes were commonplace. Disputes over
fishing rights between Texas shrimpers and refugee fishermen
Irony Vietnam were front-page news.

Stories of problems arising from cultural misunderstandings circu-
lated in the resettlement community. Refitgees were jailed fbr
hunting. without licensesa restriction unheard of in their coun-
tries of origin. Parents were accused of child abuse Nshen they left
votuig children to supervise younger siblingsa common practice
in many Asian mutinies. One refugee lost a hand to a garbage
disposal he did not know how to use. Another died Imm drinking
poison hunt a bottle labeled in Englisha.language she couldn't
lead. As these incidents grew in number, so did concern about
lam to prepare the iehigees and to minimi/e public disapproval
by providing refugees with basic infOrmation about life in the

tilted States.

13-
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The Need for Processing Centers
No serious thought was ever given to establishing large -sc ale train-
ing- plow ams in the t nited States. Among a host of other prob-
lems, they were simph too expensive A residential program in
the United States comparable in clintent and duration to an over-
seas program cost appl mimateb, five times as 11111(11.

"I he ansl\et to the question of hots to prepare thousands of Asian
refugees tot CI anSIt1011 to America was to establish r efugee process-
ing and naming centers in Southeast Asia. ".1 hese centet s had the
capacity to address a number of problems. -1 het, provided a sale
ha\ en for r efugees m danger of being pushed awa\ hom countries
Vs 'ICI e they lit st landed alter leaving then homes. rhey served as a

safe() valve for these commies of awfu" wind' had domestic
problems w,ith admittingCNCI1 te1111)01 arlh ge numbers of
refugees. Gm eninwilts of (Huth ies pro\ iding tel a \ safe ha-
\ en needed a place to send refugees \then the population gre\\
too lam ge and the\ isked public (ipin)sition from then own tin-
/ens. Moreover, the United States and other countries of resettle-
ment needed a place and time to pi mess refugees in an ()Idol\
fashion. A fa( du\ was also needed \VIV(' ref I igeeS (001(1 e( \

training while the\ \\ ailed for assurances of spotty)! ship 110111

1 .1
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resettlement agencies in the United States. In response to these
problems and needs, the processing centers in SoutheastAsia came
to be..

Thailand, the Philippines, Indonesia, and Malaysia allowed pro-
cessing centers to be built within their borders. Thailand and
Malaysia restricted access to refugees who crossed into those coun-
tries on their own; Indonesia and the Philippines allowed the
international community to send refitgees to their countries from
other countries of first asylum. (See Chapter 2 fbr additional infor-
mation on the Southeast Asia refugee crisis and the U.S. response.)

=NE
Securing Funding: Convincing Critics

Once the centers were in place, the next hurdle was to find a way
to use them for training purposes. The vehicle chosen fin- fUnding
was one of the many unusual aspects of this program. The agency
charged with responsibility for implementation of training was the
Department of State. 'Why? Such a task is not a common compo-
nent of a fintign affairs portfblio. Why not the Department of
Education or the Department of Health and Human Services?
Both agencies fimded and monitored training programs; the De-
partment of State did not. The Department of State did, however,
have long experience operating overseas and dealing with foreign
governments. Any training undertaken in a foreign country would
involve negotiations with other governments and would have to he
tied closely to U.S. refUgee admissions policy. For these reasons,
the Refugee Act of 1980 gave the Department of State authority to
undertake refugee training overseas and assigned responsibility
fin' refilgee training in the United States to the Department of
Health and Human Services. With this authority granted by the
Refugee Act, the Department of '-titte could and did seek money
fin' overseas training and, through the United Nations High Com-
missioner fbr Refugees, selected private, nongovernmental orga-
nizations to implement the programs in Southeast Asia.

15
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Was it a good idea to provide training overseas? There are differ-
ent views on this subject. One school of thought maintains that the
"sink or swim" approach employed in earlier periods of heavy
immigration into the United States should have been good enough.
"My grandfather made out just fine without help from the govern-
ment, so why shouldn't the same he true for refdgees from South-
east Asia?" Advocates of this approach forget that many entrants
into the United States between 1880 and 1920 were not refilgees,
but immigrants. They made a conscious choice to leave their coun-
triesunlike refilgees, who came because they had to. That is an
important distinction when one thinks about preparation fin'
change. The other contrast is that earlier waves of both refugees
and immigrants entered a country where the skills they brought
with them were easily transferrable, and daily life was not too
different with respect to technology. Farmers and coal miners,
blacksmiths and tailors could find comparable work in the America
of yesterday. It was not so easy for the rice farmers or tricycle

drivers from Cambodia and Laos to transfer their skills into pro-
ductive employment in the America of today. Overseas training
would give U.S.-bound rehigees some orientation to a new life and
minimize the anticipated backlash against them. Advocates of over-
seas training also made the case that it was cost-effective in the
long um to ease new refiigees' integration into Am,Tican society
and certainly more responsible in the short urn to prepare them
for the trauma of relocation.

With centers in place and with the authority and hinds for train-
ing, the Department of State faced the challenge of how to do
something that had never been done befbre. Although educators
and other U.S. service providers hail learned a great deal about
how to help IICIVIV arrived refdgees adjust to their new communi-
ties. no one had devised a training program for refugees befdre
they entered the United States. .1.1iere was widespread disagree-
ment about the appropriate fUcus and content of training, with as
many ideas about content as there were people involved in the
reltigee resettlement effort.. there were two basic que.tions: What

16
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do refugees need to know before entering the United States?; and
How much of it could be taught eflectively in a transit situation in
another country by non-American teachers?

The I esultingdebates were many. Perhaps the most important
was the question of how much weight to assign to early employ-
ment. From the outset, refugee training both in the United States
and overseas was justified by studies concluding that proficiency in
English enhanced a refitgee's employment potential and hastened
self:sufficiency (Caplan, Whitmore, & Bui, 1985: Opportunity SVS-
tems, Inc., 1979: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
1982). While this may seem sell-evident, there were those who
argued that English proficiency was irrelevant because the United
States made public assistance too attractive to pass upparticu-
larl in welfare-generous states such as California and Minnesota.
IVIty should refitgees take entry-level jobs that usually paid no
benefits when public assistance provided more money, and health
coverage, as well: Refugees arc not irrational people. They are
likely to act in their own best interests, irrespective of the pesky,
broader questions of how to keep America's gates open; provide
newly arrived refiigees with a safety net, and maintain public sup-
port in the face of growing opposition to a large influx of non-
European newcomers.

In any event, it was clear that a justification fbr pre-entry training
in the early 1980s required the argument that learning English
made it easier to find and keep a job in America. NI()st of its who
were engaged in pre-entn. training accepted this argument. Al-
though we knew that most refitgees would take advantage of pub-
lic assistance for sonic period of time, we also believed that in the
long rim, refugees would need less assistance if they knew English
and had some knowledge of the new culture. This cannot he
proven. and this book will make no eflint to do so. What we can
say is that if states with extremely attractive welfare benefits are
exempted From the equation. most refugees used public assistance
14 a relatively short period of time and for its intended purpose.
The crux of the matter was our conviction that English proficiency

17 Ann Morgson



would help refugees become self-sufficient over time, thus improv-
ing their standard of living, and that language skills would ease
their transition into a new culture. There has been no consistent
government position respecting this issue. In the early 1980s, when
money was available for language training, it was viewed as impor-
tant. When funds became scarce, it wasnt. As in many other in-

stances, the availability of resources strongly influenced public policy
respecting language education.

Educational Goals
The role of English in achieving self =sufficiency. although of prac-
tical importance in securing finding for the program. was not the
only area of interest to us in our role as educators. We saw our
nrimary task as one of developing an appropriate course of in-
so-tic-non that addressed the needs of the refugee as a whole person.

.Although English instruction occupied a central place in the cur-
riculum, there were many other elements of equal importance. In
cultural orientation classes, the goal was to balance information-
giving with experiential involvement in understanding dillerences
without judging. At the same time. we thought it was important
lbr students to know that certain traditional practices could not he
continued in the United States without censure and negative con-
sequences. A particularly dramatic example is the Hmong custom
of a voung man abducting the 13- or I -I-vear-old girl he intends
to marry.

We wanted students to understand the multiracial. multiethnic
nature of American society. Since main' refugee students came
from relatively homogeneous societies, they had little experience
with racial, ethnic, or religious differences. We wanted them to be
prepared fin. the new experientv of living and working in har-
mony with people very different fi-om themselves.

We came to see retention of the native language as an important
element of cultural identity and consequently made a place for

Chapter I. Balancing the Ideal and the Pragmatiti 8
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native language literacy in the progi am in Thailand. This aspect
of the p1ogram is treated separately in Chapter 5 of this book, but
is mentioned here as an example of the importance placed on
retaining pride m ones name culture and heritage.

One constiamt with which we wrestled was the initial impel ati\ e to
focus on the adult within the lefugee fainik ho was most likely to
he emploNed in the United States. There was not enough c lass-

room space in the camps in the beginning to teach em one in
the fannh 1,s a result, one potential wage earner, usually a man,
was selected hone each household to participate.

Fortunateh, from our pc] specti e, this was a short phase. 'Hie
student caseload soon became suflicienth manageable to include
all adults mei the age of sixteen But, foi us as educators, this was
still not sansfac ton. We saw refugee children and adolescents as
quail\ importantif not more importantcandidates foi instruc-
tion, since they, after all, represented the future of their families
and their communities. At the first opportunity, the student popu-
lation was expanded to include refiigees of high school age and,
shortly thereafter, elementary school children in programs dc-
signed to mirror U.S. schools. In Thailand, preschoolers partici-
pated in programs patterned on Project Ileac! Start.

19
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Over time, we were able to tailor the adult pi ogram to the particu-
lar needs of different groups Young adults, whose flames in then
new country wet e uncertain, pat ticipated in a pi og,ram based on
the exploration of choices Mothers likely to be homebound
attended special classes that iewgnized the reality of their
resettlement experiences. Deaf students were taught sign language,
and classes were established lot i efugees of all ages whc, had learn-
ing pi oblems Special needs were met not onl) in the classroom,
but also in leaf fling centers established to pi cg ide mote individu-

iied support

In the final )cars of the pi og-ram, we focused on intergenerational
and fainik issues We wanted students to anticipate how tradi-
tional toles might change and think ahead about wti,s of retaining
then own cultural Klemity within the true ible of clashing values
that is America. Refugees needed to be pieparecf for changes that
would take place within the family as new economic pressures,
new cultural influences, and dine] eat levels of English proficiency
affected traditional roles within the family unit. Older children,
for example, might acquire English faster than their parents, and
would therefOre play new and more assertive roles as intermediar-
ies with landlords, physicians, service providers, and others Women
might be employed outside the home for the first time, thus (hang-
ing dramatically their traditional roles.

Chapter I. Balancing the Ideal and the Pragmatic



Measuring Sueec:ss
Were we successfid in achieving all the objectives We set fOr our-
selves? We think so. Some objectives are measurable. We know
from the results of an intensive testing program that refiigees
made impressive strides in English proficiency during their course
of study (Center for Applied Linguistics, 1988). We know from
longitudinal studies done in the United States 'flat secondary stu-
dents who completed the program were viewed by their teachers
as better prepared in all respects for the U.S. school experience
than their refugee peers who did not participate (Pfleger & Yang,
1987). Rased on this kind of objective measurement, we believe we
can say with confidence that English instniction was a SUCCCSS.

Rut what about the other objectives considered important? flow
does one measure the acquisition of self-confidence? An increase
in sell-esteern? Attitudinal change? There might have been psv-
chometric instruments that could have \icicle(' quantifiable data
about these elements of training, but we were unable to find prac-
tical measurement tools that could be applied in a program of
such magnitude. After subjective observation, staff would say that
results Nvere positive in most cases, but it is not easy to measure
intangibles. We can say only that we made a gcmd-fitith effort to
provide infOrmation that would help refitgees understand the new
culture in which they would soon live and work.

In I he final analysis, We must look to the refitgees themselves fOr
answers to the questions of whether the program worked or whether
it was worth the extraordinary effort it required. ln polling a
sample of resettled refitgees in America, almost 90Y, said that pre-
entry training was usefitl and that they would recommend it to

relatives who might join them in Americaeven if participation
delayed their arrival in the country (RNR: Research Corporation.
1984). 'Theirs are the most important of all voices. There are
many who claim to speak fin r refitgees, and many tools that can be
employed to measure achievement, but Only the refugees them-
selves can assess the value of the program in their own lives. This
is the only \ ardstick that truly counts.
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Post Script: Lessons for Management
One of the unique aspects of the program was the nature of the
partnership it created between government and private agencies.
At its height, overseas training spanned four continents, operated
in 15 sites, and involved 11 nongovernmental organizations. More
than 2,000 nationals of host countries were employed by the imple-
menting agencies as teachers, supervisors, and support staff.

From the beginning, the agencies implementing the program were
an integral part of the planning, policymaking, and curriculum
development. Over the years, the relationship between the De-
partment of State and its implementing partners in refugee edu-
cation became increasingly symbiotic, each element depending for
its success On the cooperation and support of the other. The les-
sons learned during the evolution of this partnership are not revo-
lutionary in the field of management, but they may be instructive
and relevant to anv endeavor requiring a productive relationship
between government and private organizations. These lessons are
discmsed here in the context of delivering educational services
overseas, but the principles involved are applicable to any partner-
ship between the public and private sectors.

1. Work Cooperatively to Establish Objectives.
As the fitnding source. the Department of State established a pm-
grain framework at the onset to estimate and contain costs. That
framework was skeletal but defining. It set forth the broad goals of
providing English and cultural orientation to U.S. -bound refugees
within a given number of weeks, required that teachers he nation-
als of the host country, and stipulated that all teachers receive 10
hours of teacher training per week. It included guidelines respect-
ing ratios of students to teachers and of teachers to supervisors. It
required testing and evaluation and promoted common cowent
within different programs in a.regiou. AlTprbgrams, irrespective
of site, were required to follow these guidelines.
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For curriculum content, the Department of State looked to a wide
range of people. Refitgees, program managers. resettlement i.vork-
ers, educators, psychologists, social workers, government officials
all had roles to play in deciding the content and objectives of the
programs. Their expertise was needed repeatedly as the nature of
the refugee student population changed. For example, special
attention was given to hilltribe students, young adult reffigees,
pregnant women and women with voting children, and children
headed fpm U.S. elemental,. and secondary schools.

Involvement took many forms, and many different approaches to
reaching consensus were employed. Workshops attended by edu-
cators and other service providers were held both in the United
States and in Southeast Asia. Regional meetings involving stall'
from all overseas training sites were held on a regular basis. Sites
frequently exchanged staff: Supervisors and teachers from the Phil-
ippines went to 'Midland and vice versa. Program-produced news-
letters and journals shared ideas and hifOrmation among overseas
staff and service providers in the United States. Resettlement work-
ers, including resettled refugees, were invited to visit the overseas
programs. At the same time, meetings among heads of imple-
menting agencies and government officials in the United States
continued to shape program direction.

2. Let Managers Manage.
This precept is axiomatic in business. Implicit in this statement is
the expectation that staff hired to perfOrm tasks that cannot be
done by the fUnding source are competent and should be permit-
ted to function without undue interference. In supporting over-
seas training. the Department of State was operating outside its
traditional mandate. Faced with the task of' developing instruc-
tional guidelines or addressing curriculum issues such as adult
literacy or competency -based instruction. the Department of State
had to look outside itself fbr.expertise and rely heavily on .the
collective judgment of implementing agencies. This encouraged
active cooperation and collaboration.

21
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While the guidelines established by the Department of State were
respected, as were collective decisions about content, each agency
WitS given a great deal of freedom in choice of methodology. This
led to 11111(.11 experimentation, encouraged creativity and innova-
tion, and resulted in healthy competition among agencies. Dupli-
cation of eff(wt was avoided by institutionalized information shar-
ing and exchanges of staff in the field.

This is not to say that management was always smooth or that the
implementation of a program of this magnitude was without its
problems. It was not. Not everyone, for example, agreed with the
notion of regional standards or testing. Nor was everyone com-
fortable, especially in the beginning, with such close cooperation
with other agencies usually seen as competitors. Over time, how-
ever, institutional competition diminished as people catw to trust
one another and to appreciate the value of pooling their strengths.

Most important, program directors in the field had authority to
manage their operations as they saw fit iyithill the guidelines agreed
upon, The Department of State and the home offices of the imple-
menting agencies made every eflOrt to avoid micromanagement.

3. Expect to Pay to Be the Best.
Funding entides must he willing to pay what they demand.
"Ms often means picking up the tab fiw some portion of the costs
fiw home office operations of private agencies. It also means that
government must he prepared to pad' a competitive rate liw the
set-6(1.s of competent individuals. Nonprofit organizations employ
professionals who deserve compensation for \Viral they do. The
erroneous notion has crept into the minds of some government
mat lagers that nongovernmental stall are somehow entitled to less
than one \mold pay others whose world view does not value ser-
vice to others. It is the same 111111(1 set that keeps the compensation
of teachers iii many of our public schools at low levels and results
in the exploitation of dedicated peo.ple in ami service occupations.
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It is also important not to underestimate the importance of staff
training. One often hears organizations say they can aflOrd nei-
ther the time nor the money for staff training. On the contrary, an
organization that expects to realize its fill' potential cannot afliwd
not to provide staff trait ling in a regular and organized fashion.

4. Build a Partnership.
The "enabling instruments," which define the relationship be-
tween government and private cooperating partners, should be as
simple and flexible as possible. 'I'here are many different types of
enabling instruments. "fhey all codify' the rules governing resources
and ensure that proper accounting takes place. The one most
common's' used by government the contract, in which the bind-
ing entity spells out in detail what it wants and expects. A less
commonbut, in my view, more effective---enabling instrument is
the cooperative agreement. Unlike the contract, the cooperative
agreement incorporates the principles of partnership between the
binding entity and the implementing organization. At the same
time, it clearly defines the roles of each partner. It allows for
flexibility and can easily he amended if' tasks are revised or re-
sponsibilities change.

The cooperative agreement also permits the funding entity to
request reports tailored to the needs of the program. While it is
important to monitor carefUlly the expenditure of funds and to
ensure that reports provide enough information to do so, paper-
work can be reduced to a minimum.

F. Make Evaluation a Priority.
Whatever vehicle is used to establish the rules, there must he clear
and objective standards against which success can be measured,
and partners should have a role in developing those standards. In
the overseas program, partners outlined goals and objectives in an
annual management plan. These plans, written by the private
agencies with overall direction from the Department of State, were
used to monitor progress.
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6. Build In the Capacity for Change.
In any good social service program, there must be a capacity to
change quickly. In the overseas program, change was one of the
few constants. Each new refugee population brought new chal-
lenges requiring adjustments in approach or curriculum. To make
these adjustments it was often necessary to bring in consultants or
to convene large meetings quickly. It is extremely difficult to do
this within government, so it is essential to have an umbrella
organiiittion that is not involved directly in managing a training
program but that can (Unction as an extension of the funding
source. Responding to public inquiries, developing specialized
materials, providing technical assistance, supervising testing and
evaluation, distributing materials, convening special meetings and
eventsall these fiinctions are important but are difficult to man-
age within a bureaucracy that is not established to handle them.

Is
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Responding to the
Crisis
Creation of the Overseas Refugee
Program
IR( tger E. Harmon
International Organization for Migration
Bangkok...final:nal

Alany believe that the .tlis.git lof rctiWees.from Laos and Cum-
bodi«I luts only begun. and that «t least 1 million («ml perhaps 2-3
million) more people 1110y he fleeing from their homes in the coming
months and years. The z.z'orld is unprepared in every W(IV for this
eventuality.

ludo( hina Ceilici. issue Popo: of

(:,T,,/ Inrinrlrinr r lirtn,rr sau/;. 979

Though the world was unprepared for the Southeast Asia refitgee
challenge, an intensive eflbt was initiated in 1)79 to meet it. This
chapter discusses a part of that eflOrt, the creation of intensive
overseas training for refugees resettling in the [ailed States, fo-
cusing particularly on events and conditions in Southeast Asia and
in the tilted States that led to the startup of the program.

Hom 1950 to 1980. refugees bound for the Cnited States received
little or no cultural orientation or language training prior to their
departure. Rather, orientation and language training were ()tiered
in the United States by the sponsors, agencies, and schools its the
community of resettlement. An ',.xception to this pattern of local
services was the training offered to Hungarians in the 1950s and
to first-wave Indochinese in 15)75. I 'poll arrival in the ['sited
States, these two gnmps \\ere housed briefly in t..S. military bases,
where they \'ere offered optional cultural orientation and Vnglish
language classes until sponsorship in an American community
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could be arranged. Other groups arriving during the period 1976
to 1979Cubans, Haitians, Soviet Jews. and the Indochinese
went directly to U.S. communities without benefit of training.

Why, then, in the absence of any precedent, was an overseas train-
ing program fin: Southeast Asian refitgees established in 1980? To
answer this question, we need to look at the realities in Southeast
Asia and the United States at that time.

Realities in Southeast Asia and the
United States

The first groups of Indochinese relitgees fled their countries in
the spring of 19M, shortly alter the fall of r.S.- supported govern-
ments in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. These first-wave refitgees
were mostly Vietnamese and included many members of the
government. Nearly 130,00( resettled in the United States.

In the late 1970s, war. persecution, and poverty in Indochina
unleashed a second exodus, by land and sea, of hundreds of thou-
sands of people. Refitgee camps sprung up across Southeast Asia
0) provide sale haven to the fleeing Iamities. By mid-1979, while
more than 400,000 Indochinese had been resettled in Western
countries, nearly 400.000 remained in refitgee camps. Thailand
bore the greatest brunt of the influx. As oful 1979, the refitgee
camp population in first-asylum countries was as f011ows (Indochina
Refitgee Action (:enter, 1979, p. 4):

22

Thailand
Hong Kong/Macau
Malaysia
Indonesia
Philippines
Other

176,651

69,917
61.559
55.000 (est. )

5.794
1.650

his second s aye of refitgees was i! several kiIN'S 110111

the first. 'Hie most dramatic difference between the two was size,
but there were other differences as well. In contrast to the first. the
second wave included large numbers of* refitgees from Laos and
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Cambodia. I he second 1 a\ e also included ethnic mint n Ines. Mani
of the boat people fleeing Vietnam were in fact ethnic Chinese,
and the flow of t efugees hom Cambodia included Chinese, Viet-
namese, and Chains, a Muslim minority. The ethnic dhersio of
the 1 efugee population horn Laos was greatest. In addition to the
inal(H it\ Lao, the refugee population from that «inty\ included
the Ilmong, Mien, and Thai Dam, each with a distinctie lan-
guage and whine

\nothei difleience between the two gimps was in le\ els of educa-
tion and fanuham with urban life 1 he second 11a1c included
main mole Iefugces hum anal ameas ltho had, on the 1\ hole. less

Mond education and le1/4s pie\ mus contact with Westerners and
model n technolop (Caplan, \\ humoic. R ( ho\ , I 989, Rumbaut,
1 985: I ti Depaument of Health and Human Sem( es. f 983)

his \\ <Is N101011,111\ the case with the I -liming and the Niten, the

great majority of whom were nonliterate.

The two groups also differed in the amount of hardship the\ had
suffered. [nlike those who had fled Indochina on planes and
ships in 1975, second-wave refugees experienced the hardship of
life muter the new regimes (smile as political prisoners) and suf-
fered harrowing escapes bv sea and land. No group suffered mole
than the Cambodian reliigecs, survivor of civil Isar. genocide,
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famine, and brutal conditions in lie Thai-Cambodian border camps
(Hamilton, 1982).

The continuing flow of large numbers of refugees led Southeast
Asian first -ass ;um countries to reassess their willingness to help,
and to call for greater support from the rest of the world. In 1979,
international organizations and concerned governments stepped
up eflbrts to alleviate the situation. The immediate challenge was
to ensure the survival of refugees fleeing by sea and by land. The
media reported countless stories of boats of Vietnamese refugees
being pushed away as they attempted to land on the shores of
neighboring countries. As early as 1979, estimates of the number
of Vietnamese lost at sea ranged from thousands to hundreds of
thousands (Indochina Refugee Action (:enter, 1979). Sonic refu-
gees fleeing overland into 'thailandmostly from Laos and Cam-
bodia, but a small number from Vietnam, as wellwere pushed
back at the Thai border.

Viewing Indochinese refugees as a potential threat to the region's
economic and political stability, Southeast Asian countries would
not allow asylum seekers to settle permanently. Loescher and
Scanlan (1986) explain Thai and Malaysian attitudes toward the
refugee

Thai authorities, particularly the military, s(1 z.z... the refugee influx as
giving immense potential jOr disruption «nd as an increased security
thre«t concerned that the flow ()I Vietnamese boat
people, who were iwitn«rily ethnic Chinese, could upset the delicate
domestic racial and political balance, particularly since they landed
Oil the e«st co«st of Malaysia. where the population was overwhelm-
ingly rural Maim., devotedly Ishonic, and poor. The refit1.;ces were
pictured as a subtle inv«sion force .frmn Vietn« and as a potential
filih column ,tor a renewed Communist insurgency. (p. 125)

"'Ink. Southeast Asian countries would not provide permanent
asylum to refilgees, they were 'pilling to provide temporary silk.
haven in refilgee camps fintded and administered by the [tined
Nations High Commissioner fb Refilgees (1.'N 1(:R). Rs. 1980,
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t het e weie nurse than mem\ of these Iii tit -ass ham camps in "Thai-
land, NIA& ma, Indonesia, the Philippmesmd Hong Kong (U.S
Depai t went of State, 198 1 1. Conditions in these camps were gen-
(lath 'intuitive, ut pait because there was concern that to provide

mote than hcist( sellkes 1,1s to "sk Jul d(0"1-1 mot(' I efutees.
Humamtai Ian oiganizations attempmg to unpro\ c the qualits of
camp life lw ollering refugees more than bast( Sell IK es often wet
\Nall ieSIStalhe horn the UN MR and host - country grnetnineilts,

hich w C senstlise to all \ action that might increase the flow of
i chigees. Foi this I eason, educational seric es in first-ass lum camps
were limited. though modest eflbrts to teach English did evst,
organized either by refugee relief agencies or by the refugees
themselves.

As a quid pro quo for providing asylum to the large numbei s of
refUgees continuing to (low out of Indochina, Southeast 1sian

countries wanted to see overall relitgee numbers in their commies
declinecir at least not dramatically increase. Since refilgees could
not remain in first-asvlum countries nor safely return to then om it,
resettlement in third countries became the primary solution foi
Indochinese refitgees through the 1970s and 1980s.

The l'inted States' response to the international crisis was a com-
mitment to resettle large numbers of these refitgees..11ie Callet
administration pledged to double the number of Indochinese
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gees the United States would accept, hum 7,000 per month to
1.1,000 (l.oescher & Scanlan, 1986). Between 1979 and 1980, over
2-10,000 refugees were admitted to du United States directly from
first -asylum camps.

In resettling larger numbers of Indochinese, the United States
ixhieved its objectives of maintaining first asylum in Southeast
Asia and honoring its commitment to its former allies in Vietnam,
Laos, and Cambodia. The sheer size of the flow, however, threat-
ened to exceed U.S. resettlement capacity. Overseas, the process-
ing of refugees required a herculean ellbrt in registering asylum
seekers, determining who was eligible for refugee status and
pn)cesssing applications for resettlement. In the United States,
there were growing concerns about finding sponsors and about
the capacity of communities to absorb large numbers of refiigees
in such a short period ()Clime.

The solution to this dilemma was the creation of what became
known as processing centers: transit camps for refUgees from first-
asylum camps who had been accepted for admission to the United
States and other commies of resettlement. Created in 1980, these
centers served two major purposes: Thev kept the population of
first-asylum camps at lower levels, and they allowed fin' the possi-
bility of au orderly, manageable flow of refugees into the United
States. Three centers were established: one on the Bataan penin-
sula in the Philippines, one on the island olUalang in Indonesia,
and one near Phanat Nikhom, Thailand, a small town southeast
of Bangkok.

For the first time since the displaced persons camps after World
War 11, large numbers of reltigees would be spending extended
periods oftimemore than a year, in some cascsin transit camps:
'1 strange nethmyorld of national/international jurisdiction re-
quiring "some special kind of management- (1). Haines, personal
communication, December 199-1). Populated largely Ayith refitgees
bound fOr the I 'nited States, processing centers offered an ideal
opportunity l'or a pre-resettlement education program.
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taink time was mounting e\ idence that rewit4 an wed refu-
gees «tuld use some kind of plepatatton. 1-his mg shifted at jet

speed from In st-as\ him iefugek. camps to cities and suburb., ac toss
the C nited StaleN, 111,111 Se(otl(( -Hale 1efugees ((hind themselves

in linguistic and (toss-militia! confusion. Man\ tetugees, partRu-
larh those h Om the ttn al areas of Soothe ast Asia, welt. for the rust
tintc confronting life in a technological, urban st)(1CiN, man\ had

tie\ et applied 101 a job ltefin c, ()petaled model n appliances, 01
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L tilted onninunth Nanning Col potation, 1982; Westermo
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Linde' stand \that \\as happening to him and Ica) ng that he had
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failed his \vile and children, organi/ed the mass suicide of his
famik (Fri (lin, Iii80j.

\Vith link finglish or knowledge of the I...S. workplace, reingees
had scant hope offinding jobs quickly. While refitgees went
to work within the first few weeks of ail-kng in the United States,
an increasing number turned to public assistance while they stud-

ied English in 'Pedal programs. Rchigees ere eligible l'or cash
and medical assistance during their first mouths in United States,
but such assistance was intended to be used as a last resort.
1079, concern was growing over the perceived trend of refugees
being referred to local welfare agencies fin' public assistance as
part of their initial settling-in process. Policvmakers and service
providers questioned whether it was possible to sustain support for
continuing Indochinese rehigee admissions if entering refitgees
chose WCIlare over work. A Department of State report noted that
while refUgees unquestionably needed some 5111)1)011,

It is equally important that IrtfitgeesJ he. and he seen as, acti-z..ely
in -coked in developing their fuutre. It is unhelpful if they are seen as
receiving speci«1 henclits, not accorded others in the society, unless
this can he clearly associated with tempory refugee needs leaclig u.
early integration and self-snt:ti'eieltey for 110tif. (US. nepolment off
State. 1979. (r. 12)

In m mu. parts Of the United States, the perception that large
numbers or refugees were receiving special benefits contributed to

tensions between new arrivals and local residents. As refitgees com-
peted with local residents lion social services, low-incomc housing,

jobs, and diminishing resources, resentment was voiced. Occasion-
ally, this resentment resulted itt violence.

These community conflicts and other problems aroused growing
concern about the effectiveness of the resettlement system
(Indochina Reliigee Action (:enter. 1980a)..\ patchwork of pro-
viders, both public and private. attempted to meet the resettle-
ment needs of the newcomers. Serving as the primary sponsor of
each refitgee and fituded bv the federal government, national
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voluntary agencies, known as "volags,- were responsible for refit-
gees' basic needs (luring their initial months in the United States.
During the first few Years of the Indochinese resettlement pro-
gram, volags had used churches and synagogues, communitv or-
ganizations, and American families as secondary sponsors to take
care of newly arrived refitgees. dav-to-dav needs. The effort had
been characterized bv an extraordinary degiee of volunteerism,
but by the late 1I170s the volume began to overwhelm the ability of
the system to respond. Not enough sponsors were available, and
volags turned to other sponsorship models.

By 1979, three additional methods of sponsorship Were being
utilized more frequently. One was the anchor relative model, in
which a previously resettled relative assumed resettlement reSp011-
sibilit les. Another was the It Klochinese group sponsorship, in which
an Indochinese temple, church, or refitgee sell-help group pro-
vided initial services. Most common was the direct placement or
casework model, in which local volag staff took over resettlement
responsibilities (Indochina Refitgee Action (:enter, I980b). While
this model had the potential to provide professional services to
refitgees, caseworkers fbund it difficult to meet the many needs of
their large caseloads. The casework model was being used at a
time when the network of supporters in the community needed to
be broadened. not narrowed to a handlitl of professionals. Instead
of. being sponsored into an extended network of a church, syna-
gogue, civic group, or familv, more and more refitgees were linked

to their new communities through an agency caseworker, a re-
cently resettled relative, or other members of their ethnic group
people whose ties to the community were often limited. lite case-
work model did little to encourage the refitgee to build a network
of.connections and support outside their own ethnic community.

In addition to the volag services, refugees received a wide array of

federally funded social, medical, and educational services, vet in-.
(Teasingly there was c(mcern that the range of services was inad-
equate to meet the pressing needs of the newcomers State and
local governments felt the\ should not be requited to expend
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'tt

their resources 011 a "problem" rooted in federal policy and pro-
grams, and bv the end of 1979, the federal government was being
called upon to shoulder more of the burden.

U.S. to provide effec-

live resettlemeht. ken the Indochinese resettled in 1975, consid-
ered bv some to he a model group, were not adjusting so vell,
some observers noted. I lung (1985) cites a core difficulty. "Behind
au appearance of economic success, Vietnamese refugees, espe-
ciall the older ones, have not done equally well in social and
psychological adjustment. Most have not made a conscious effort
to integrate themselves into American society" (p. 203).

Federal, state, and local government officials, social service pro-
viders, voluntary agency officials, refugee self-help groups, and
citizens joined the clamor over refugee issues. Initiatives funded
by the federal government at the end of 1979 and early 1980
centered on collecting basic data ()lithe resettlement situation and
on soliciting views on how to strengthen resettlement. The newly
created Office of the U.S. Coordinator for Ref itgee Affairs at the
U.S. Department of State set up a series of work groups composed
of representatives of governmental and nongovernmental organi-
zations concerned with refitgee resettlement. These effiwts tickled
recommendations that for the most part supported the basic re-
settlement system but called for additional federally funded ser-
vices. Part of the call was fbi' better preparation of refUgees bef0re
they ll-riyed in U.S. communities.
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Overseas Refugee Training: Part of the
Solution

Several proposals for orientation and language training in South-
east .ksian camps were made I) governmental and nongovern-
mental agencies between November 1 9 7 9 and April 1980. -I WO
Ford Foundation studies fOund little or no language and cultural
orientation training Ill the Thai campsa situation that existed in
camps in other countries as \veil (Spaulding et al., 1979; Webb,
Barnes, Buranasiri. (7riffin, 1980). The studies recommended
strengthening existing eflinis by providing materials and teacher
training to the camps through a refitgee service center in Bangkok.
One of the proposals called fOr a 12-week program that would
give the student command of at least "enough simple phrases to
enter a third country and not he at a total linguistic loss" (Spaulding

et al., 1979, p. 23).

Support the notion of overseas training also came from the
Work Group on Orientation, a task liwce set up by the Office of
the C.S. Coordinator fOr Refugee Affairs. Concerned about the
amount of time refugees might spend in the processing centers,
the work group echoed the need expressed in the Ford Founda-
tion studies for English language training and orientation "to ensure
that the time spent waiting in such camps is used productively."
The report suggested a two- to fOur-month survival English and
orientation program.

I he \vork group further recommended that specifications for an
overseas program be drafted b Nlarch 1980, .,Ind the Indochina
Refugee Action Center (1RA(:) was designated to convene a task
force to produce such a plan. IRA(: which later changed its name
la Southeast Asia Resource Action Center (SFARA(:)is an um-
brella organifation for reltigee sell-help groups. Ihe 1RAC task
force was !mule up of representatives from agencies conducting
small-scale language and orientation programs in the camps as
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well as representatives fi-om national ',Ind local resettlement ag-en-
cies. Indochinese leaders also took part in the discussions.

Guided by the Department of State, the most likely finder of an
overseas program, the IRAC task fiwce developed specifications
fOr a threc.-month training program to be offered immediately
prior to the refitgee's departure fiw the United States. The pro-
posed program was 101' 15 to 20 hours of English as a second
language (ESL) study and 6 to 8 hours of cultural orientation
instruction per week, plus self-study. For ESI., priority would be
given to all "potential wage-earners, including both men and
women,- .tge 16 and above. The IRAC task force suggested that,
optimally, everyone over the age of 10 would receive cultural ori-
entation. The task force made recommendations fiw both ESI.
and orientation programs regarding goals, content, methodology,
materials, evaluation, and staff. The task force voiced concerns
about the special needs of' refugees with low levels of English
proficiency, recommending native language literacy instruction
nonliterate students. 'I he task fiwce also recommended that the
program take into account the needs olwomen and other special-
needs groups. In addition, it proposed a regional service center in
Southeast .1sia to provide support to the camp programs and
linkage with service providers in the United States (Indochina
1-Zefigee Action Center, 19800.

The Refitgee Act of 1980 had designated the Department of State
ilN the lead government agency reTonsible fire overseas reli-
gee Akins, including training. The Department of State had been
a principal participant in the WAC meetings, and it acted quickly.
In June 1980, the State Department fimded to establish
intensive ESL and cultural or classes in refugee camps
and processing centers in Thailand. Indonesia, the Philippines,
and I-long Kong, and lw that fall, the programs were operational.
I he programs in Thailand were operated 1w Pragmatics. Inc. and
the Consortium, Iliad c up of the Experiment in International Liv-
ing (now renamed World Learning), Save the Children, and World
Education. The Experiment in International Living and Save the
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Children jointly operated the })1'O mull ill Indonesia, \\ilk Lutheran
Immigration and Refugee Service and American Council For
Nationalities Service (now renamed Immigration and IZefitgee
Set\ ices of America) operated the Hong Kong program. Interna-
tional Catholic- `ligation Commission managed the program in
the Philippines, and the Center for Applied linguistics provided
support to the program sites through an office in Bangkok, later
moved to Manila. In 1986, World Relief' Corporation began oper-
ating a school For refUgee children in the Philippine program. In
the mid-1980s, as the number of refitgees decreased, the overseas
program consolidated traliling into two sites: Phanat Nikhorn,

ancl the Philippine Refugee Processing Center. This
book lOcuses on the educational programs at these two sites.

In its educational objectives, the overseas program began some-
what modestly, Focusing on the basic English and cultural orienta-
tion reliigees needed during their first kw months in the United
States. But over the rears, the program grew in scope and sophis-
tication, as we shall see in the f011owing chapters.
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Redefining Survival
Practices, Trends, and Issues in
the Overseas Refugee Program
Donald A. lianard and Margo Plicger
( :enter for Applied Linguistics

Launched in 1980 in response to the Southeast Asian reliigee
crisis, the overseas program began with a limited objective: to
provide adult refiigees from Vietnam, Laos. and Cambodia with
the basic language skills and knowledge of American life they
needed during their first few months in the United States. At
refilgee camps and processing centers in Hong Kong, Indonesia,
Thailand, and the Philippines. the program operated in makeshift
schoolhouses With little more than chalkboards and chairs. Chi-
nese, Indonesian. Thai, and Filipino teachers taught ESL and
cultural orientation classes emphasizing language-related lifeskills
and information about resettlement. Refugees studied hours a

day fOr 12 weeks, in morning or afternoon sessions, attending to
children and chores during the other halt of the din.. Few learning
opportunities existed outside the classrooms.

liy late 199-1, as the last groups of refitgees studied in overseas

program, almost every aspect sif the program had changed. Tile
program's six sites had been consolidated into twc)---the Philip-
pine Refugee Processing Center and *Phanat Nikhom Refugee
Camp in Ihailand. hoer primitive camps that met only the most
basic needs, both had evolved into full-fledged communities that
included open-air markets, temples and churches, hospitals. men-
tal health clinics. c hildcare facilities, soccer fields, restaurants, and
outdoor cafes. The educational facilities had expanded, integrat-
ing the once-simple classrooms into a community of learning,
complete with libraries, listening labs, multimedia learning cen-
ters. and recreational facilities. Instruction also had kept pace with
changes in the dynamic field of refiigee education: By 1991, a
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program that had Focused on survival English and cultural orien-
tation for adult heads of household was providing family members
of all ages, from tots to seniors, a (nil range of educational and
social services, both inside and outside the classroom.

Educating Adult Refugees
Initially, the program limited services to adult refitgees, 16 to 3:5
years of age: those considered most responsible fiw their families'
economic futures. Ihtr a hall-day of instruction, refUgees stud-
ied English and learned about American life in cultural orienta-
tion classes taught in the native language.

ESI. students were placed into one of five proficiency levels. A
through 14., with the A level for students not literate in any Ian-
oultre (Miss sue was limited to 20, with . -level classes often smaller.
Cultural orientation classes, grouped lw learners' language baCk-
grounds, were generally larger. A small number of English-
proficient refiigees placed out of the ESI. instruction. These refit-
gees served as classroom aides or perliwined other educational roles.

In 198'3, two oars after the program had begun, it third compo-
nent, work orientation, was added, extending training to 20 weeks.
Vaught in English, \ork orientation classes grouped students by
ESI. proficiency.

In designing the initial program, stall built upon small-scale Eng-
kit language and cultural orientation eflOrts already undelival itr
the camps and incorporated new developments from the emerg-
ing field of refngee education.

English as a Second 1.4ngtcage
In designing the FSI. curriculum, stall drew on the
competency-based movement that was gaining popularity among
I .S. refugee educators in the late I 070s. 'leaching English within
the context of lifiskills, competency-based ESL marked a depar-
ture From the grammar-based approach that had dominated the
field in the 1960s and early I 970s. Teaching language in the
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contest of eal-life tasksiegresting medical help, leading Nant
ads, filling out 101 ms---competeno -based language instruction con-
nected the elassioom to the minimm\ For mei-seas stall, the
approach had immediate appeal It %as piactical, It ga\ e teachers
and students a deal sense of pmpose and direction, and it put
into practice some of the latest theories about effecti\ e,
Icainci-«mtel ed language education

Iwo cal l\ decisions stiongh influenced the ESL, ctni iculum do el-
opment pioc In I he 0\ CI seas program Hist, cumullum con-
tent would be limited to) those competencies that refugees would
need during their first few months in the United States (( ,

1986). The second decision was to fOcus on listening and speak-
ing. limiting reading and writing instruction to a small numbei of
specific literacy tasks. such as reading important sight \voids, fill-
ing out a simple job application fOrm. and finding a name and
number in a telephone directory. The decision to limit liteiao
instruction was based in part on the belief that in the first months
of. resettlement. it was more important for refiigccs to understand
and speak English than to read and write it. The decision also
reflected the notion, held over from audiolingualism, that stu-
dents needed to gain oral proficiency in a language beliwe Ieai n-
ing to) read and write it.
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The curriculum indicated course content but not how the content
would be taught. Turning competencies into lively, effective lan-
ouaffe lessons absorbed the energy' and imagination of staff overzn,

the next few years. Two principles of language learning emerged:
Learners learn best when they are actively engaged and when they
use language for real-life purposes. Using realia to provide con-
text, students conducted mock interviews with employers and re-
ported emergencies Over the telephone. Working in small groups,
they planned household budgets and debated the pros and cons
of public assistance. In large-scale clinic simulations, they filled out
a medical history form, described their ailments to a nurse. lis-
tened to a do wtor's treatment plan, and showed that they under-
stood directions on a medicine bottle (Wheeler, 1986). A basic
principle of instruction was to introduce the unknown by way of
the known (I iiponia & Walker. 1 983). A lesson on housing, fin'
example, 110 WC(' from a discussion of housing in the native coun-
try, to housing in the camp, to housing in the United States. This
approach encouraged students to bring personal and community
issues into the classroom, and through problem- posing. teachers
integrated collCerns into their teaching (Waller-
stein, 1983).

This kind of process-oriented, experiential approach was often at
odds with the demands of the curriculum, however, as teachers
disco\ (Ted that there was simply not enough time to teach the way
the\ were being trained to teach and cover all the material in the

curriculum, too. There was also concern that the number of com-
petencies did not allow enough time {Or overall language develop-
ment ( kharde K. Corey, 198(i). Stan. feared that without more
attention to language development, competency-based instruction
could become a phrase-book approach to language learning
(Ranard & Heger. 1 99 1 ). These concerns 1(0 1 ESL stall, working

together with U.S. educators, to sort through the competencies,
dropping those that were not critical Or were better taught IA I

programs. 11\ 1981. these ellOrts had reduced the number of
«mipetencies by one third.
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ESL Topics and Competencies in the
Overseas Program
The uverseir, pr,:rarn.s vst, competem N.-based curriculum organized
language-related lit< skills by topic areas. Over the history of the program,
the topics and competencies were changed in response to new refUgee popu-
lations, new infOrmation about refugee rcsettleihent, and new instructional
approaches. As an example of' l\ pc 01 curriculum 11-.1111CWOlk, the Iiillowing

is an edited list ()lintel-mediate-level competencies From the 1985 curriculum:

HEALTH
doctor:nurse about own physical condition or treatment plan using

simple language.

Describe symptoms associated with common illness.

head appointment card, including time. date, and name of doctor/
nurse.

Read signs kir X-RAY, I AR. I.\RMA( N. and 1)1(1 (a 1.01(E.

Read and Follow directions on medicine laoels. including instructions and
abbreviations. Read names olcommon nonprescription medicines.

HOUSING
Ask fin r infOrmation about housing. including rent. deposit, location. and
utilities.
Arrange a time \%ith landlorckuperintendent to make household repairs.

EMPLOYMENT: FINDING A JOB
Inquirc about jolt openings and art ange For an interview, in person.

. \sk and ansuer basic questions about pio, %mil availability, hours, work
shills, starling (late. payday, and medical benefits.

.thswer basic questions about edit( ational background, including dates and
locations.

Describe previous work experience. job skills, qualifications, and naming,
;tootling sonic degree of ability.

With fewer competencies to cover, teachers paid more attention to
learners' general language development, ill particular to 'hell
literacy skills. \\Idle ES1, educators once believed that students
needed to develop oral proficiency befi)re learning to lead and
were, now ESL, educators argued that students could and should
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learn to read and write the new language at the same time they
were learning to speak it; the fOur skills of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing interacted in a supportive way, reinfiwcing
one another, educators believed (Larsen-Freeman, 198(5). More-
over, there was growing appreciation for literacy as an important
source of infOrmation and as a tool fbr lifelong learning.

Among refugee educators overseas and in the United States, ESL
literacy instruction became an area of lively debate and discussion,
as programs dealt for the first time with large numbers of
nonliterate learners. Overseas stall began experimenting with ap-
proaches to teaching literacy that tied instruction to students' lives.
Coming from war-torn homelands, surviving dangerous escapes,
and haying spent !numbs or years in isolated refitgee camps, refu-
gees brought to the classroom a rich variety of experiences, and
increasingly teachers used these experiences as a basis for instruc-
tion. One stall member collected her students' stories into a book,
The New Arriml, that became a popular reacting text both in the
overseas program and in U.S. pu);,,Trams (Kuntz, 1982). The relit-
gee experience in America also enriched classroom instruction
when staff collected letters from resettled refugees into texts (Riddle,
1985; Turner, I.igon, DiGregorio, LaMare, & Hicks, 1989). At one
site, a shortage of beginning-level, high-interest commercial read-
ing material led teachers and students to write, illustrate, and
publish more than 50 short books, drawing on native folktales,
refugee experiences. and aspects of American life that interested
students (Aguilar, Blackstock, Nlauicio, Snyder, & Walsh. 1988).
In multimedia resource centers, students honed their emerging
literacy skills as they read along with taped stories, wrote about
films they had viewed, and composed conclusions to open-ended
stories posted on bulletin boards on the walls.

Reading and writing also received more attention in upper-level
ESL classes. A collection of authentic textsmaps, health history
forms, car insurance infOrmation, lease agreementsprovided stu-
dents with the kinds of reading material and writing tasks they
would encounter in the United States. In addition to these comm.-
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tencv-oriented materials, students read magazine and newspaper
articles on social topics of interest, such as AIDS testing, handgun
control, and the English -only movement (Aigaier, 1988). Reading
for all refugees was given a boost when the program opened
community libraries stocked hooks on a wide range of subjects.

Cultural Orientation
While ESI. helped refugees learn the language they would need in
their new communities, cultural orientation provided stud <s with

a basic introduction to life and community services in the United
States: to sponsorship and resettlement, consumerism, employ-
ment. health, and education. Taught primarily in the native lan-
guage, with the assistance of bilingual refugee aides, cultural ori-
entation classes were also places where students could raise ques-
tions and express their concerns.

From U.S. service providers. staff learned what refugees needed to
know about life in the United States, and the refugees themselves
were lidl of questions, 1 low the material should be presented was
less clear, however. When the cultural orientation curriculum was
designed in 1981. there was no extensive field of literature or
corps Of trained professionals to guide overseas staff. U.S. resettle-
ment omimunities were providing orientation to refttgees, but
these sessions were frequently little more than lectures conducted
by resettlement workers rather than educators. more innovative

pedagogically was the field of intercultural education, but this
relatively new discipline had concerned itself with multinational
corporate managers, Peace Corps volunteers, foreign students,
and other people whose backgrounds and needs were Yery differ-
ent from those of Southeast Asian refugees. Refitgee families were
going to the United States not to study or visit or to have an
interesting cross-cultural experience, but to live and to work, per-
haps for the rest of their lives. More so than foreign visitors Or
students, reingees would need to deal with issues of identity, cul-
tural preservation, and change.
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Poems from a Refugee Processing Center

I I alkvav between their past

and future lives, the refugee

processing centers were places

where refugees

remembered their
homelands...
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THE LAST SPRING

IN MY HOMELAND
CANING Pwuc

THE SPRING CAME IN WI HOMELAND

ALL THE FLOWERS BLOOMED

BENEATH THE SUNLiGHT.

BUT I FEEL VERY GLOOMY

BECAUSE THIS iS MY LAST SPRING

THE LAST SPRING ON my IlomELAV.0

TOMORROW I HAVE TO LEA-VE

NOW. HAVING ONLY A FEW kiiAluTE,s,

OPEN MY IIEAPT To HomEL/WD

told of their escapes...
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and anticipated their futures....
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In the early planning for the cultural orientation component, Iwo
approaches emer;.ed. One emphasized basic information about
life in the United States. Information, after all. was what refugees
said they wanted. They wanted to know how much things cost,
what kind of jobs they could get, where they could study English,
and where their children would go to school. Informatimi was also
what resettlement agencies said that the refiigees needed.

.1 second approach focused 011 having students examine differ-
ences in values and attitudes and develop coping skills. With this
approach, students compared and contrasted their own values mid
attitudes with those of the culture they were about to enter. Before
learning about U.S. health care, for example. students discussed
health care and medical practices in their own countries. This
approach also emphasized cross-cultural coping skills; students
learned to observe and imitate, notice and understand cultural
differences, as well as to solve problems, make decisions, and use
resources in their communities (Redding, 198:5).

The 0611 to find a balance between these two .Ipproaches ab-
sorbd the energy of cultural orientation stall in it early years of
the program. The informational approach could not account for
the variety of life in the United States.. What was true in Houston
was often not true in San Diego. Jobs, cost of living, velliire rates,
transportatical systemsall varied from place to place. Moreover,
the informational approach tended to make the teacher the sole
source of knowledge, a role that was inconsistent with learner-
centered trends in adult education. Nevertheless, refugees wanted
infiirmation, and no approach could ignore this basic desire. "We
tried to meet felt needs fin' infiirmation as well as to develop
analytical and observation skills," noted one cultural orientation
specialist (Ranard & Heger, 1994).

In dealing with the many changes in their lives, students brought
to the classroom a rich repertoire of coping strategies. In the
camps and processing centers, they had adapted to new housing,
new rules and regulations. and new neighbors. Families had their
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own adjustments to make. as men took on household responsibili-
ties so that their wives could attend classes. Women became liter-
ate and children learned at a faster rate than their parents, upset-
ting traditional family roles. Through discussion, problem posing,
and cooperative lcarn;ag activities, teachers helped students ex-
amine the impact of. change on their lives and share strategies for
coping with these changes. Over time, the role of the cultural
orientation teacher became one of helping learners connect their
past and present experiences to their fittures. "If the purpose of
cultural orientation is to enable the student to adapt to a new set
of circumstances," one cultural orientation educator noted, "the
educator in a rehigee camp has a well-supplied laboratory at his
disposal" (Nleersman, h)83, p. 13).

Work Orientation
Added to the program in 1983, the work orientation component
emphasited the language, cultural knowledge, and basic skills refit-
ge,:s needed to get and keep jobs. Employment had always been
an important topic in ESL and cultural orientation classes, but by
1983, there was growing concern that refitgees were not adequately
prepared fbr the U.S. workplace. While refitgees were generally
perceived to be conscientious and productive workers, many lacked
sufficient English or knowledge of the U.S. workplace to get. keep,
and advance on the job. employers reported (immigrant and Refit-
gee Planning Center, undated: latkiewicz, 1981; Literacy 85, 1983).

When work orientation stall' first met to design a new curriculum,
the field of vocational ESL (VESI.) was in an early stage of devel-
opment. 'the trend toward teaching language fiw specific pur-
poses, coupled with growing numbers of newcomers seeking bet-
ter jobs, had given rise to VESL. This new field comprised two
distinct areas: occupation-specific ESL, fbcusing on the language
needed fin- specific occupations, such as welding and fbod prepa-
ration, and prevocational ESL, emphasifing the general language
skills needed for ally. job ((;enter for Applied Linguistics, 1983).
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The overseas prog,ram was in no position to attempt occupation-
specific language training during refitgees' brief stay in the pro-
cessing centers. The training period was too short, and refugees'
destinations were often not known until a kw week,. before their
departure. Moreover, job markets in the United States were un-
predictable and variable from place to place. For these reasons,
work orientation in the overseas program focused on
prevocational training.

Work orientation differed from most VESI, programs in tile United
States in that it taught not only ESL but work-related cultural
orientation and basic skills, as well. ESL stressed work-related com-
munication, with students learning to use English to ask fin- clarifi-
cation, fbllow and give instructions, obtain more infiwmation, and
converse socially with co-workers. Cultural orientation provided
students with a basic knowledge of the U.S. workplace and an
opportunity to compare and contrast Southeast Asian and U.S.
workplace customs and practices. Students learned about work-
place health and safety, workers' responsibilities and rights, ben-
efits and pay. and opportunities fin- advancement and further
education (International (.:atholic. Migration Commission, 1987).
Basic skills liwused on job skills such as using diagrams and pat-
terns, computing, and working as part of a team. The importance
of this aspect of work orientation training varied with different
refugee groups. For refitgees from mini backgrounds with little or
no fiwmal education, basic skills assumed more importance than it
did with those who were better educated.

The three aspects of vork orientationESI., cultural orientation,
and basic skillswere practiced through task-based activities in
workplace simulations. At the site in "lhailancl, silk screening, wood
working, electronics, and restaurant activities provided contexts
fiw learning. Students applied their new work orientation skills as
they used time cards, gave instructions to a co- worker, practiced
workplace safety, and mixed and measured ingredients (Williams,
1986).
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Native Language Literacy
-1 hough not a «it e Nit of the progi am, name language litelai
instinctual giadualk took hold in 1 hailand, t,hetC large numbeis
of nonlito ate i efugees studied A largek volunteer elloi t taking
place in the C clung, the pi ogi am taught name language litehto ,
de\ eloped leading mato ials, and ultimately established a resin ce
libiart I aught IA iefugees, the classes ed C\ CF\ one in the
tallith, with women being the predominant population served

\Ithough in the eat h ; cat s man\ stall in the mei seas pi °Shun
did not undo stand the tele\ ante of name language litelac to a
program preparing refugees fOr the United States, over time it
gained full support. Stall. could see for themselves that nett It liter-
ate refitgees faced their futures with more confidence. By the time
the Southeast Asia program ends in 1995, more than 30,000 refu-
gees fcnn Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia will have achieved at
least basic literacy. (See Chapter 5 fiir a description of the name
language literacy program.)
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Reaching Out to Other Groups
oncc a program fin- adults was solidly in place, stall turned their
attention to adults with special needs and to groups who had not
been eligible to participate in the program. By 1987, a plogram
that had once limited participation to heads of household was
offering special classes to children, mothers, young adults. and
refugees with physical or mental disabilities.

Progra ms for Ch ildren
-H1C first major change in the overseas program was the decision
to educate relitgee children. By I 983, growing numbers of
nonliterate Cambodian and Fluffing children in the processing
centers made stall acutely aware of the special needs of
undersell( )(tied children.

leports from LS. schools contributed to the growing belief that
something- needed to be done fin- refitgee Entering the
I :tined States with little or no previous schooling, many refugee
youth were haviog scrious dAticulti(.s in their schools and cm1)11111..
nines. I he situation at the secondary k.yei was es/26;111y alarming.

\\init elementary school teachers were accustomed to teaching
childivn with no prior classroom experience, secondiny school
teachers were not; few had been trained in literacy development.
Some schools ()tiered intensive E51. programs, but most provided
just one or two hours a day of general ESL. 1)ttring the rest oldie
(la\ , in their math, history, social studies, and science classes,
students would "sink or swill).- \linty sank ((:hung, n.d.). The
stereot pe of the merachieving .1sian valedictorian was being
replaced by new stereotypes: the dropout, the gang member. and
the teenage mother on welfare.

liv late I951. prog-rant planners began the task of recreating in
far -oil relitgee camps the American high school experience. .\I-
though the Preparation lin. .1merican Secondary School (1).SS)
program began as it simulation of a high school, "anyone walking
onto the PASS campus in Bataan would say that, kw all practical
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purposes, it is an American high school," reported the first PASS
principal in the program in the Philippines.

On what was notlth/g more than a tIat, empty expanse of land . .

there are now nine classroom buihlings. an administration budding. a
library/audio-visu«1 building. and an activities building. There are
locker moms and shower facilities and a sports .field for baseball.
basketball. soccer, track and fieldeven bleachers. There is (Ill assem-
bly 11(111 for giaduatimtsschool plays. and other programs. ire have
over 100 staff niembers, including teachers. education specialists, coun-
selor:~. curriculum writers, administrative and support staff . . . During
the school day (six 40-minute periods), bells ring between classes,
«d students move to different classrooms for their various subjects.
. . . They ,get report cards. use hull passes, and ,get t«rdy slips from
the office. . . Ilhen they act up, they may be sent to the q(fice, where a
counselor advises or reprimands them. (Starker. 1986, p. 16)

In determining the instructional content and teaching methodol-
ogy. PASS planners drew from the growing body of research in
bilingual education and second language acquisition. The notion
that chiklren acquire a second language through natural interac-
tions rather than through formal stuck (Dulay, Burt, k Rrashen,
1982) argued for a language program rich in natural, authentic
language with a focus on communicating real messages 10r
real purposes.

.\t the same time, students needed help in learning the special
kind of English needed to succeed in school. Researchers were
making a distinction between two types of language proficiency
(Cummins, 19811. One kind, social languagethe language of
facc-a)-face communicationwas acquired in a relatively short
period of tinw through social interaction. Academic language
the more formal, decontextuali/cd language of textbooks and the
classroomtook 11111(.11 longer to learn. Students would need to

(lcveluP both "'Pc' orPr()Iiciencv.

These and other developments prolinindly affected the PASS cur-
riculum. English-rich environment \You'd promote acquisition.
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At the same time, students' limited prior schooling meant that
they also needed exposure to basic information and concepts in
traditional school subjects. What emerged was a PASS curriculum
comprising three components: English language arts, which de-
'eloped both oral skills and reading and writing; social studies,

fbcusing on history and geography; and basic science and math.
with an emphasis on discovery and problem solving. Refilgee
teacher aides provided bilingual support.

Many of the PASS students came to school with little confidence in
their ability to learn and with little experience interacting with
their peers in a classroom setting. To help students gain confi-
dence and develop interpersonal skills, PASS initiated an activity-
based counseling program in which students worked as a group to
perlbrm physically and mentally challenging tasks. To meet stu-
dents' individual needs, bilingual counselors, many of them former
refiigees, helped students sort out problems at school and at home.

Extending educational opportunities to children of elementary
school age f011owed naturally on the heels of PASS. By 1987,
primary-school children were included in a program called PREP,
Preparing Refugees fire Elementary Programs. Although younger
children were not as seriously at risk in U.S. schools as their older
counterparts, a head stall in English language and literacy devel-
opment helped! them enter elementary school with basic compre-
hension skills and subject matter knowledge.

In PREP, English was taught through content areas such as read-
ing, writing, math, s( ience, art, and drama. Students were allowed
to progress naturally through the stages of language acquisition,
using nonverbal responses and unconventional spelling in the
beginning, and later, developing fluency through language expe-
rience activities and cooperative learning tasks .(flovt, 1993).

Because program designers believed that children develop fluency
most readily when they have a need to express themselves (Corey,
I lamavan, Hiegel., 1987), teachers linked language to real ex-
perience. Students made anneal habitats, acted out liAktales, and
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conducted science experiments. New vocabulary and structures
were introduced in the context of the activity, and students began
using the target language before they had hilly mastered its flume
(Hoyt, 1993).

Literacy instruction in PREP was simultaneous with oral language
development. Through whole language approaches such as lan-
guage experience stories, shared reading with big hooks, dictated
stories, and dialogue journals, children read and wrote about fa-
miliar themes and topics. Students were encouraged to use their
native language and personal histories to connect what they knew
with what they were learning (Hoyt, 1993).

As staff became more familiar with their students' personal histo-
riesthnnigh student writings aswell as through visits to students'
homesthey became aware of the contributions that families could
make to their children's education. Through homework assign-
ments that involved the whole family and through parent partici-
pation in the classroom, teachers built a partnership between the
school and home. (See Chapter 6 for a description of this aspect
of PREP.)

Even preschoolers were part of the overseas training program.
Modeled On Project I lead Start. a childcare program in Thailand
provided young children with good nutrition and activities that
stimulated early development.

Special Needs Groups: Women, Young Adults, and
Refugees with Disabilities

Relitgee education emerged as a separate discipline when educa-
tors realiied d iat rfiigees had educational needs that were differ-
ent front those of other ESL, learners. Soon the field recognized
that the refugee population itself was not homogeneous: it in-
cluded groups with distinct needs based on diflerent backgrounds
and resettlement experiences. Guided by surveys and other sources
of information from U.S. service providers. the overseas program
began designing curricula for two special-needs groups: mothers
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and young adults. Special courses were also designed for individu-
als vith physical and mental disabilities.

11'omen
In its first few years. the overseas program had given primary
attention to the male head of household. By the early 1980s, there
was growing evidence of' the critical role in resettlement that women
played, as well.. family's successful integration depended to a
large degree on the adjustment of women (Lutheran Immigration
and Refugee Service, n.d.). who maintained the home and raised
the children. Vet WOIllell, partiCtlial'IV those with young children,
laced special difficulties. A host of conditionsliwited English,
unfamiliarity with Western home management, and the rapid ac-
culturation of children into U.S. cultureundermined w omen's
traditional role as family caregivers. At the same time, responsi-
bilities at home kept them from learning new skills they needed to
assume new roles and responsibilities. Isolated at home, many
women slipped into depression, feeling that they were not contrib-
uting to their families' well-being. A special report to the overseas
program on the resettlement experiences of women noted that
women's "isolation and homebound status . . . encourage depen-
deno and compound the issues of adjustment, within their own
family and their community" (Mackintosh. 1985, p. 2).

o prepare new mothers fin- the stresses they would lace in the
United States, the overseas program designed a course for preg-
nant women and those with young children.. supplement to the
regular adult cuniculum, the course was intended to help these
women develop "the skills . . . to function in the family and the
community"' (international Catholic Mig-ratit Commission, 1985.
p. 7). The course began with the recognition that many women
with Young children would not be able to work outside the home:
"In their present condition, the may . . . stay at home and be
lhomemakersJ rather than seek employment" (International Catho-
lic Migration (.ommission, 1985, p. 20). The new topics, taught
mostly in the native language with the assistance of refitgee aides,
included clay care, health care during pregnancy and post partum,
child development, consumerism, household safety, nutrition, and
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Anothet poi non of the adult population to 1 ec e special atten-
tion \.\ as \ Nang adults I he challenge of enter log a new culture
\\ as especiallx daunting for \ oung adults, folced to negotiate an
tmlamiliai (ulnae at the same time the\ \\cle giappling with
mam rust-time life e\pei ien«.sgetting and keeping a job, dat-
ing, getting mauled, ha\ mg a Lund\ ( \I Webstet ul Forum Refu-
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Applied Lingtusti(s, 1988), the met seas plow am designed a
supplemental com se of stud\ lot \ oung adults Because most Noting
adult relitgees \vanted to continue their education, vet often needed
to work, the course gave particular attention to strategies for \\ c» k-
ing and studying at the same time. In their \cork of entation
classes, voting adults learned basic math, and in ESI, classes, the\
learned the language needed "to succeed in educational situations
[and] ... to access inliirmation regarding (job! skills develop-
ment and certification" ((:il/ow, 1988, p. 4h). Through tole pla\ 5,

case studies, and debates, students in cultural orientation classes
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explored social issues of special interest, such as dating, marriage,
and peer pressure.

The young adult program in the Philippines grew in scope and
complexity with the arrival in the late 1980s of large numbers of
Vietnamese Amerasians. Though in their late teens, most had
received only a few years of education in Vietnam. Having grown
up on the social and economic margins of Vietnamese society,
many arrived with low self-esteem and without the support of a
stable family. To meet the pressing needs of these young adults,
the program developed a wide range of academic, social, and
recreational activities. The cultural Orientation curriculum was
reconfigured to pay more attention to issues of self, family, and
community. Students examined personal qualities, explored fam-
ily roles, looked at their place within the community and society,
and discussed their hopes and plans fin' the hit .

Outside the classroom, Amerasians developed their social skills
through participation ill sports and social clubs and explored is-
sues of interest in infOrtnal discussion groups. Topics of discrimi-
nation. always a subject of interest to refugees, took on special
meaning with this mixed-race population. For example, through
activities on Black history and culture, Mack Amerasians drew
parallels between the African-American experience and their ex-
perience growing up in Vietnam. Vietnamese-American counsel-
ors helped students resolve problems in their classroom and neigh-
borhoods. (See Chapter -1 for a description of the young
adult program )

Refugees with Disabilities
like other populations, the refitgee population included those
with physical, mental, and emotional disabilities. 'Fo meet the needs
of these learners, the pn)grain in Thailand designed what became
known as the Super -:1 program. Since most Super-A students en-
tered the program with little or no English or literacy in their
native language, the Super-A course generally f011owed the ,\ -level

curriculum for nonliterate beginners, but \\ith a tOcus on topics of
particular importance to refitgees with disabilities. Students learned
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Ilt)W to communicate infOrmation about themselves and to handle
emergencies. Deaf students studied sign languageInternational
Sign Language in the beginning yearsNmerican Sign Language
in recent \vars. Slow learners studied lessons suited to their needs
and learning styles. Super-A teachers approached, topics in a vari-
ety of ways, using the senses of sight, heating, and touch to draw
on students' strengths (Super-A Program Staff, 1956).

Bringing Learners Together
Once the overseas program had developed curricula to meet the
needs of different age groupsadults, young adults, and chil-
drenit began looking at ways of !winging learners together to
interact and support one another. One approach used the family
as a resource, because it built upon the backgrounds of the learn-
ers. Southeast Asian refugees came from cultures where the fam-
il, rather than the individual, was the basic unit of society (Ranard,
1989), and in the process of adjusting to a new culture, families
often played a critical role, with family members working coopera-
tively to overcome obstacles (Rumbaut & !ma, 1987). At the same
time, relitgee families were at risk fin' intergenerational conflict,
with children and parents adapting to the new culture at different
rides and in different ways.

I farning activities br(night together adults. young adults, and ado
lescents to share viewpoints and experiences. Special discussion
groups provided parents and Young adults a safe place to discuss
issues, such as dating and changing family roles, that might lead
to family conflicts in the 1:nited States. To strengthen parents'
roles as teachers, adults visited children's classes to demonstrate
traditional skills and to talk about their lives in their native coun-
tries. Homework assignments were designed to use parents as
sconces of knowledge: one assignment had students interview par-
ents about their past experiences. Through special events, the

program sought to promote family interaction and strengthen
intergeneration,t1 ties. At family fairs, families read books together.
performed skits, played games, and told stories. During family
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appreciation night, young adults demonstrated skills they had
learned in their classes.

Many young refligees arrived in the camps without the support of
stable families. For these refUgees, the program looked to the
community for intergenerational support. Older students worked
with voting adults on projects such as tree planting, gardening,
and electrical repair. Through interest clubs. voung and older
adults pursued interests in photography, music, and art. A big
brotherlsister program provided Young adults with support and
guidance through biendsliip with camp staff.

Learning from Each Other: Trends in Staff
Development

Teachers in the overseas programIndonesian, Thai, and Fili-
pino nationalswere college graduates, highly proficient in Eng-
lish.. Assisting teachers in the classroom were refugees with ad-
vanced-level English, while language and cross-cultural specialists
and program administrators provided instructional support. In
the early years of the program, almost all nonteaching positions
were held by Americans, but eventually former refugees were em-
ployed in key positions, such as cross-cultural specialists and coun-
selors. Oyer time, as non-American staff gained experience and
expertise, they became specialists and managers, as well. RV 1995,
most positions throughout the program were held by Filipino and
Thai nationals.

While many teachers had backgrounds in education, few had been
trained in learner-centered approaches. To train teachers in cur-
rent theory and practice. the program initiated the team approach
to staff development. In small groups led by language and
cross-cultural specialists, teachers met 1(1 to 15 hours a week to
plan lessons, discuss issues. and share strategies.

As the instmctional program changed to reflect new trends in
refitgee education, so too did staff development change to reflect
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no\ ideas nt teachet education. 10 meet the (incise needs and
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ties lot In olessional clopment \t one site, the pt ogi am came
to 1 csemble a teachei-naming institute \\ 1th do/ens of «muses on
sc«ind lan,L,mage acquisition and o55- cultural education I hrough
tics the plow am had established 1\ ith local teacher naming «illegcs,

leadict C\ en earn gladuate dcgiees while teaching in
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B the nud-1 989s, stall in the Philippines \\ Cie exchanging ideas
nt an annual, camp-\\ ide conlei ewe on language and (ulnae:
topics r ringed hom i eltigee gangs in America to tiaditional South-
east Asian healing practices to strategies for independent learning
(International Catholic. Nligration Commission, 1993). A stead\
stream or consultants from the t'nited States kept stall' abi cast of
1101. (ICVCIOIMICIIIS in the field. .1 \vo publications, bitormairoir 'p-

(Ink and In .Imerica, were dcyclopcd to provide staff with up-to-
date information on refitgee resettlement trends and issues

broligli the program's OWli publication, Pamage: Alournoi of Refu-
gee Education. stall exchanged information and ideas among «)I-
leagues. both in the overseas program and in refugee programs m
the L mted States.

1 he tcfugees themselves also provided rich opportunities lot stall
elopment. ,As part of. preservice training, new stall pain( ipated
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in a "homestay"a day with a refugee family. By spending time
with a family at school, at work, and at home, staff saw the camp
through the refugees' eyes (Marston, 1986). Staff could also take
classes in Southeast Asian languages. Taught by refugees, these
classes not only gave staff another means of communicating with
their students, they also helped teachers "appreciate the pleasures
and difficulties (their) own students encounterfedl" (Duffy &
MacArthur. 1985. p. 10).

Paralleling the growth of learner-centered trends in the classroom,
staff development became increasingly self-directed. Through ob-
serving peers. reading professional journals, conducting
classioom-based research, or presenting at workshops, teachers
began assuming responsibility for their own learning. Rather than
participating in a predetermined schedule of (raining classes, teach-
ers selected from a menu of training oppot 'unities and planned
their own professional development.

As the program ends in 1995, thousands of Indonesian, Thai, and
Hlipino teachers have become experienced language and
cross-cultural educators. Many have returned to teach in their
home towns and provinces. taking with them new ideas and prac-
tices about education. Some have started their own schools. Oth-
ers have used skills they acquired in the program to begin new
careers. many as stall. development trainers in hotels and compa-
nies (Consortium. 1995). TIms, the significance of the program
can he measured by its impact not only on the refugees but on the
host countries as well.

(:t)nchisit)n
fluoughout its history, the overseas program was part of the larger
field of refitgee and immigrant education. Stall. were hired from
programs and schools in the United States. bringing with them
new ideas and practices. (:oundess consultants contributed their
expertise. The result was it program where the latest ideas in
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Significance of Setting
Far-off refugee camps might seem unlikely places to prepare refugees for life
in America, but staff soon discovered the unique opportunities for exploring
issues of culture and change that the program's multicultural milieu offered.
ILI! (Way between the old country and the new, the camps were also places
w here refitgees could begin to sort out past experiencessometimes deeply
painful experiencesand prepare fOr future challenges.
With this setting came another benefit, as American staff discovered the
special strengths and skills that non-native speakers brought to the class-
room. Wlm could better understand the difficulties of learning English than
.lhai. Filipino, and Indonesian teachers who themselves had once struggled
to learn the language? The bond between teacher and learner can he espe-
( close when they share a language and culture, as was often the case in
the overseas program.
Settingand a management philosophy that supported experimentation
also contributed to change. As one former staff person noted, "Bring creative
people together in a refitgee camp, where there's not much to do except
work, ind ou've going to get a lot of innovation- (K. Corey, personal com-
munication, \larch I 99 4).

language a, I cross-cultural education were proposed, debated,
and tested.

In early 1995, as the last students prepared to graduate From the
Southeast Asia program, staff could look back on a decade and a
hall of almost constant change and experimentation..lhe programs
original purposeto help ease refugees transition into a new
cultureremained the same. But over time. the program grew
enormously in scope, design, and complexity, as it continually
redefined what it considered essential For survival. While compe-
tenc\ -based curricula Ruined critical importance in the program,
they became part of a inure ambitious clIhrt to meet a wide range
of educational and pyschosocial needs. Classroom instruction paid
111( We .111(1111On to learners' need Ih literacy. Learning occurred
not only in the classroom, but also in neighborhood libraries, in
multimedia resource centers, on recreation fields, and at home.
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Counselors, sonic of them former refugees themselves, served as
bridges between school, home, and community. The program
reached out to new groups, designing special courses for children,
adolescents, young adults, and women. Once the needs of differ-
ent groups were met, the program sought to bring refugees of all
ages together through activities that strengthened intergenerational
and family ties.

Although the program in Southeast Asia is ending, it leaves a
lasting legacy. The success of the Southeast Asian programs has
led the U.S. Department of State to fitnd similar though smaller-
scale efforts in Kenya and in Croatia fur U.S. -hound African and
Bosnian refugees. In the United States, the overseas program's
competency-based curriculum remains a model kw refugee educa-
tion programs, as well as fOr other language education efliwts:
Peace Corps, for example, redesigned its language training pm-
grams fi volunteers in the late 1980s, using the overseas program's
ESL curriculum as a model. The overseas program's cfliwts in
cultural orientation have contributed to the burgeoning field of
cross-cultural education, as fOrmer staff bring new ideas to their
work in the public , private, and nonprofit sectors. Because of the
large number of nonliterate refugees who studied in the program,
literacy was a particularly fruitfil area of work, and the program
has lefi behind a rich resource of student- and teacher-created
materials that are now used in ESI, programs throughout the
United States. The program's work with refitgee youth has also
contributed to the field's knowledge about how best to educate
chilch en in a second language.

Other initiatives have been less AWN publicited. Three of these
elliwtsa native language literacy program, a partnership between
school and families, and a program for undeschooled young
adultsrepresent areas of lively interest in the field today. They
are treated in detail in the f011owing chapters in the hope that in
these areas, too, the overseas program ran provide usefill ideas to
edncators seeking new ways to help newcomers make the most of
their new lives in America.
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Beyond the
Classroom
Meeting the Needs of Young
Adult Amerasians
John Michael Phillips
International Catholic Migration Commission
Philippine Refugee Processing Center

Sitting on low wooden benches under the shade of a spreading mango
tree, Khuyen sips cqffee and listens to three young Vietnamese stu-
dents talk about their ,frustrations with learning English. Khuyen, a
counselor, suggested the meeting at the local eqffee shop (filter a heated
exchange between a teacher and one qf the students earlier that morn-
ing. The student, Mai, a tough-looking 20-year-old Vietnamese-
Amerasian, complains that his teacher is against him. Another, 19-
year -old Than, who left Vietnom six rears ago by boat and has no
relatives in camp, despairs qf making ally progress in learning En-
glish. The third student, an Afro-Amerastan named Michael. says he
can't concentrate in class because of problems he is having at home
with his stepfather. -1"ncle" Khuyen, as he is known to students, nods,
making a mental note to pay a visit to Afichaers house later in the
week. tilien Khuven .finally speaks, it is not to give advice, but to help
the students sort out the reasons for their difficulties. Kluiyen has been
working with .V01111.g people for several years and knows he cannot
solve their problems. but he can help them look at their situations and
find their own solutions.

Pliant Khuven w'orked as a counselor in the voung adult program
at the Philippine Refugee Processing Center (PRPC). Like the
other counselors, Khuven was a bilingual Vietnamese-American
with experience in social work and education. He and his col-
leagues. all fOrmer rehigees. formed one part of a comprehensive
program fiir young adult refhgees, many of whom were Amerasians
front Vietnam.
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From 1987 until the overseas program in the Philippines closed in
1994, the young adult program provided services to more than
23,000 refugees between the ages of 17 and 25. Implemented by
the International Catholic Migration Commission (1CMC), the
young adult program was founded on the belief that young adults,
particularly Vietnamese Amerasians with low levels of education
and personal histories. of discrimination and family conflict, had
both academic and psychosocial needs. To meet these needs, the
program moved beyond traditional classroom instruction to pro-
vide a wide range of academic, social, recreational, and counseling
services. Attending ESL, literacy, and cultural orientation classes
during the day and taikwando, cosmetology, and native language
literacy classes in the evening, students benefited from a fa pro-
gram of academic study and social recreation. On weekends, they
joined in youth cub activities, spent the clay with a big sister or
brother, 01 ti 4. part in informal discussion groups exploring
issues of interest to young adults. Vietnamese-speaking counselors
were never far from the refugees' neighborhoods, keeping tabs on
troubled youth or visiting with families, often doing on-the-spot
counseling and crisis intervention.

Rationale and History
By 1990, most of the students in the young adult program were
Amerasians and their siblings, but when the program began in
1987 Amerasians from Vietnam were only a small portion of the
Dung adult population. Serving mostly non-Amerasian Vietnam-

ese youth, the young adult program was initiated to assist refitgees
between the ages of 17 and 22. These young adult migrants faced
a daunting and distinctive set of challenges in the United States:
Almost all would be working, some for the first time; many would
also be going to school. At the same time, most would be dating,
getting married, and starting new families (Center fin' Applied
Linguistics, 1988). Many would be facing the resettlement experi-
ence without the support of family or close friends.
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The purpose of the young adult curriculum was to prepare stu-
dents to face new life experiences and make informed choices
(Gilzow, 1988). Classroom activities helped students get informa-
tion about educational and employment options in their new com-
munities and develop strategies for working and studying at the
same time. Like adult students, young adults studied ESL, cultural
mentation, and work orientation, but in each case the instruc-
tional content was adjusted to the special needs of young adults.
In work orientation classes, for example, students with little previ-
ous education learned math, in cultural orientation classes they
discussed ) oung adult issues, such as male/female relationships
and peel pressure; and in ESL classes, they practiced
social language

When large numbers of Amerasians an wed from Vietnam in 1989,
neark all entered the young adult pi ogi am. Most shin ed many
interests and concerns with other refugees their age. At the same
time, it soon became clear that man) Amerasrans brought with
them needs that set them apart from other young adults. Off-
spring of servicemen and other Americans who had served in
Vietnam during the 1960s and I970s, many Amerasians had grown
up in prnelt) On the social and economic hinges of Vietnamese
society. Most had attended school for only two or three years.
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Some could not read or write Vietnamese and had little or no
experience in an academic learning environment.

Their difficulties were not just academic. Having grown up differ-
ent'in a society that valued uniformity, many Amerasians were also
grappling with issues of identity and discrimination. Because Viet-
nam is a patriarchal society in which one's identity is linked to
one's father, many Amerasians had a poorly {brined sense of self
(Blundell, 1985; Ronk, 1986). Moreover, the Vietnamese govern-
ment and many Vietnamese people regarded Amerasians as tainted
by American blood. To many, Amerasians represented the hated,
vanquished enemy and were often used as "bad" examples in
school lessons about the war. The widespread (though inaccurate)
perception among Vietnamese that most mothers of Amerasians
were prostitutes fUrther marginalized them.

In addition, Amerasians' family circumstances often led to serious
problems. Many had come to the processing center unaccompanied
by family members, while others had rejoined their families, after
many years of separation, fbr the purpose of resettlement. In
some instances, Amerasians were living with fraudulent "family"
memberspeople who had paid Amerasians or their mothers to
let them impersonate a family member for the purpose of emi-
grating with the Amerasian to the United States. In these cases,
Amerasians were living with virtual strangers, sometimes hostile
ones, and the result sometimes involved abuse.

Not all Amerasians fit this at-risk profile. Some were high school
graduates who had grown up in stable, loving families and seemed
happy and N%'ell adjusted. Nonetheless, the majority of Amerasians
had special educational and psychosocial needs, and the effort to
meet these needs ultimately led to sweeping changes in the young
adult program, both inside and outside the classroom.
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Inside the Classroom
For many Amerasians, school in Vietnam had been a place of
fitilure. As a result, they tended to see education, even education
for resettlement, as not worth the effort. If the overseas program
was to succeed where other educational efforts had failed, it would
need to engage Amer asians and help them gain confidence in
their own capacity to learn.

Guided by the principle that students learn best when what they
learn interests them, program stall adapted curricula and materi-
als to the interests of Atnerasians. Cultural orientation classes em-
phasized such issues as peer pressure, discrimination, and dating.
while in their ESL classes students read stories with Amerasian
characters. The ESL department transformed the language labo-
ratory into a multimedia learning resource center, with materials
reflecting the backgrounds and interests of young adult students.
Students read and then discussed open-ended young adult stories,
such as "Will Stacie Keep Her Baby?" They wrote reactions to
videos about Vietnam and listened to audiotapes of readings, with
supplementary illustrated texts, on young adult topics. A bulletin
board invited students to respond to controversial statements or to
conflicting proverbs.

One stay to ensure student interest is to offer students choice in
what they study. Reflecting trends in refUgee and immigrant edu-
cation (Wrigley & Guth, 1992), the ESI, classroom became a more
democratic place, with students and teachers collaboratively decid-
ing on topics fOr study (Snyder, 1990). At the beginning ESL
levels, an experimental whole-language literacy program encour-
aged self-directed learning. Students not only studied prescribed
lifeskill topics, such as reading ads and filling out forms; they also
carried out high-interest activities, such as reporting neighbor-
hood events to the class, reading hooks on topics of interest, and

riting personal stories.
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In cultural orientation classes, students had the Opportunity to
choose both course content and approach. Students also directed
their own learning through specific activities such as Special Projects
and Learn-A-Skill. With Special Projects, students launched large-
scale projects, such as sports tournaments, cultural shows, field
trips, and dance parties, and in the process learned goal-setting
and planning skills. Students worked on their projects in groups,
an especially effective approach with underschooled students re-
luctant to perform in front of others: A young adult too shy to
stand before the entire class would participate confidently in an
informal discussion among four or five peers. With Learn-A-Skill,
students developed new skills that could be as simple as throwing
a frisbee or as complex as playing chess. Other choices included
modern dance, hairdressing, baseball, and painting. The empha-
sis was on gaining self-confidence as well as nn skills that would
provide a contact point for socialization with American young
adults. Students learned and practiced the skills outside class but
were responsible for periodic in-class progress reports and
demonstrations.

Students even had a say in how their classrooms were run. Many
young adults came to the program with little Or no classroom
experience. Some acted inappropriately because they did not know
how they were expected to behave. Others acted out, masking a
fear of failure. One particularly effective vay of dealing with an
unruly classroom, teachers discovered, was to let students develop
their own classroom rules: Students were more likely to obey rules
that they themselves had made. To set classroom rules, students
might begin by talking about rules at home and in the camp. In
one lesson, for example, the teacher would show students a pic-
ture of camp living. quarters. "How do you get along when von are
living so close together?" the teacher would ask, leaching to a
discussion of how refitgees solved problems that came from living
with others in the camp. This discussion, in turn, would lead to a
list of rules that refUgees follow to get along with their new neigh-
bors. "Hien, students and teacher would work together to develop
a list of rules for classroom behavior.
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Gai is an Amerasian. tier mother is Vietnamese. 11cr father was an American
soldier. When the war ended, Gai's father went home. Gai and her mother
were left alone.
They had no money, so they sold cakes on the streets. Gai was still very
small, and she was always tired and hungry. Lift in Vietnam was too difficult
for Gat and her mother, so they left.
Now they are in the I'RPC, waiting to go to America. But Gal is worried. She
looks like an American, but she cannot speak English.
How can she make friends? The Vietnamese think she k American; the
Americans think site is Vietnamese. Gai is afraid that lift in America will be
difficult too.

Froni (;at. a staff-developed .tot hook ht .\ hut Mat k,,tock and Mario C, [len-Guide/ Iwo-
(ha ed Itt the luterthit tonal Catholic Migration (einnnission, Philippine Re'lligee Processing
(:enter, \toning, IS taint, Philippine's, 1985.

In a fiirther effort to help Amerasians become more responsible
fbr their own learning, ESL classes incorporated strategies for
continuing learning. Designed to help students become indepen-
dent, lifelong learners, these strategies appeared throughout the
ESI, curriculum. In a unit dealing with shopping for fbod, fbr
example, students would "find out prices of basic fbod items" in
the camp markets and then "report the information and write it
Clown, comparing item, price, place, clay, and quality." Lessons
like this helped students go beyond mastery of specific informa-
tion to develop skill, they could use in the United States to get
information independently.

Applying infbrmation-gathering strategies on a larger scale, ESL
students undertook long-term research projects. First, students
chose a topic that interested them; the topic might reflect a re-
settlement concern (e.g., occupations in the United States), a so-
cial issue (e.g., the African -American experience), or a personal
interest (e.g., Chinese cooking). Then, working with others with
similar interests, students identified sources of information, devel-
oped a plan fbr carrying out their research, and organized a pre-
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sensation of their findings to the class (International Catholic
Migration Commission, 1989).

Outside the Classroom
Effective as these classroom innovations were, many Amerasians
and other young adults needed more than language and cultural
instruction. Energetic young adults not used to spending long
hours in a classroom needed the stimulation of social and recre-
ational activities, while others needed help with family and per-
sonal problems.

The field of language education has supported the idea that social
services can contribute to better language acquisition (Kleinmann,
1982). Language students do not learn as well when they are
anxious or depressed, ESL educators believe (Krashen & Terrell,
1983; Schumann, 1980). One way to reduce stress and facilitate
k-acning is to create a low-anxiety learning environment where
students are encouraged to take risks and express their ideas,
desires. and feelings (Cohon, Lucev, Paul, & Penning, 1986). An-
other way is to provide "professional social services to alleviate
pressing needs and overwhelming stresses" (Kleinmann, 1982, p.
2-41). Social services, Robinson (1980) argues, represent "one of
the strongest defenses against depression and mental stresses
among refitgees" (p. 35).

At the Philippine Refitgee Processing Center, the need fbr sup-
port services outside the classroom led to the creation of a com-
prehensive program of social and recreational activities. In addi-
tion, a special counseling unit made up of bilingual Vietnamese-
American counselors was fin-med.

Social and Recreational Activities
Social and recreational activities were organized and led.by staff of
the Young Adult Services Program (VASP). Through the recrea-
tional side of the program, students learned to sew, box, cook, or
play the guitar. Basketball, volleyball, and American football games
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were organized, as well as classes in acting, singing, drawing, and
martial arts. It was hoped that these activitiesalong tth English
language skillsmight provide an entree to new friendships in
the United States As \'ASP Coordinator Roger Fern explained,

Itlie/i students go to America. the first people they are actually going
to socialyz:e with are other _voting people, and the way they are going to

do that is at (lances, basketball games, and other recreational actii-
ties 1.1 they know how to do these actruitzes, they will be able to
develop friendships. (Ranard & Pfleger, 1(994)

Theie 1,w, a serious purpose to these activities, as well. As a psv-
chologist who worked closely with Amerasians at the camp in the
Philippines and in the United States notes, "In general, the source
of competence and self-esteem for most .\merasians has not been
ooted in the classroom" Weisman, Johnson. Fredei Felsman,

1989. p. 50). This obsei anon suggests that mans underschooled
oung adults %sou' he more likely to gain new skills and confi-

dence on the playing field or in a social club than in the class]. oom.

( file example of the educational value of recreation Nas the "ropes
course." Despite a superlici, st.semblance to an obstacle wurse,
the ropes course was far moi, sophisticated than a simple fitness
activity. Designed to build confidence, trust, and self - awareness,
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the course required students to engage in physically and mentally
challenging activities. There were several benefits to the course. As
students helped one another cross a bridge made of rope or caught
someone in a free fall, they Learned in a very concrete way the
value of cooperation and trus. For students who had experienced
little but isolation and failure in Vietnam, the course helped de-
velop confidence and friendship. And, finally, because each activ-
ity was followed by a discussion period that allowed participants to
talk about how they felt and what they had learned, there was a
context fbr discussing issues that otherwise might be 'neglected.
"They can talk about fear and the value of tntst and cooperation
because they've just experienced it," says Michael Conway, a San
Francisco policeman who worked with at-risk youth in San Fran-
cisco and served as a consultant to the young adult program
(Ranard & Heger. I994h Also known as activity-based counseling,
the ropes course proved especially effective with young people
who did not benefit from traditional approaches to counseling
(Ong, 1992).

In addition to recreational activities, \ASP provided an array of
social services. Through its Big Brother/Big Sister program, staff
volunteers offered guidance and even friendship to young adults.
especially those without relatives in camp. On Sundays, Americans
working in the camp met with Amerasians for casual talks and
recreation. Field nips to schools and residential and commercial
areas on nearby military bases gave Amerasians the chance to see,
first hand, aspects tf American life they had studied in their cul-
tut al orientation classes and to play Sports with Americans
(international Catholic Migration Commission, 1989).

"Hie program also brought together young adults with
interests. Special-interest support group;. such as the Afro-
Amerasian Rap Group and the Women's Club, met on weekends.
The rap group discussed issues such as racism. discrimination.
and identity, while the Women's Chtb addressed issues of sell-
esteem alai gender. .11 the two groups' interests merged.
There were joint sessions, for example, that !wiped young Afro-

SO
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Amerasian women develop pride in their appearance as they
learned about hair are and received tips on makeupan impor-
tant step, since Afro-Amerasians had been particularly stigmatized
in Vietnam (Ranard & 1989)

The Young Adult Services Program also offered special Fnglish
classes for newlv at rived r efugees still waiting for their classes to
begin 1 aught b bilingual teachers, these classes gave
tinders( hooted voting adults an opportunity to experience and
understand the classroom emnonment. A variety of other cour,e
topics. such as Vietnamese literal, were also ofleied, depending
on student intereu and the availability of Nolunteer teacheis

Counseling
A critical element of the of ng adult pi ogram was the counseling
unit. known as the Young \chili Seri ices L nit (YASL YASL

ad\ iseisall Vietnamese-. \mencans, all former refugeeslinked
the stall with the students, and the classroom with the «mmiunitk.
Opel ating in the neighborhoods, the classrooms, and the t ect c-
at ic mai fiuilitics. YAW advisers provided ryIngecs with orienta-
tion to camp and the curriculum, coniseled troubled students
one-on-one, and helped resolve conflicts among refilgees and be-
tween students and stall. With students who entered the pro,L9 am
with little or no education, an important part of the advisers' job
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was to help them see that they were ,apable of learning. As one
adviser noted,

II:hen they first arrive, they akeays say, "Oh, f am from the rural area
or the mountain area and stupid. I cannot speak English." So we
teach them a few simple words or phrases each day, and soon they
see that they are learning. Or a uudent has been studying for (1 while
and says he can't learn anything, so sit down with him and look
his notebook or speak some English with him and say, "See, you have

learned a lot." (Ratutal & Pfleger, 1994)

The key to the advisers' success was the cultare and language they
shared with the students. As fonner refugees themselves, advisers
brought to their work a firsthand knowledge of U.S. resettlement
realities as well as an understanding of Vietnamese_' and American
cultures. Speaking to a group of Americans, an adviser made this
point: "If' you were a refugee in a camp and were going to Iran,
who would You listen to morean Iranian or another 'American
who had lived in Iran? The hanian would know more about Iran,
but the American ,.peaks your language and has had the experi-
ence you're going to have. If you put yourself in the shoes of the
refiigee. I think you'll see why a Vietnamese here is going to listen
to anodic] refilgee" dtmard & Pfleger, 1994).

YASt advisers also needed to recognizelyhen to make referrals to
Community Family Services Inct,porated (CFSI), the agency that
provided bilingual and bicuintral mental health services to refit-
gees in the camp. The relationship betwyen V.ASU advisers and
the more formally trained stall' at CFSI .vas a crucial one and led
to linkages with elementary sciti)ol programs, medical clinics, the
recreation tenter, and the detention center.

M2

While not all l'ASU advisers had degrees in counseling, they
brought something much nave 'mportant to their job: an under-
.landing of hit,: to work with Vietnamese. In the United States.
tvlitge service providers had learned that traditiondl Western
approaches to mental health counseling metir:14 fail with Viet_
namese refugees. ibis is part hecause of the stigma \ionainese
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"I was called to assist a Black Amerasian, I)uoc, who had been beaten up by
another Amerasian in a fight in school. When I met hint in the clinic. he was
angr, and I learned that he had been getting into a lot of trouble. I took
him to my office and began talking to him. At first, he wouldn't talk, but I
started asking him about where he was from in Vietnam. Luckily, he said that
he was hum Nha Do, an area in Vietnam where I was held as a
poll t prisoner.

I told hint that I had been there working in the prison camp when I saw a
little Amerasian boy wlv., was ening being led somewhere by an older Viet-
namese man. Excitedh, he told me that he was that boy, and then he told me
his story.

Ile said that lie was abandoned by his mother in an orphanage. He was
taken to live with a family 120 kilometers from Saigon in Dung Xoai (m-
ahout five N ears. When the family could no longer afford to feed him, he was
sold to a Communist cadre as a servant.
I realized I had seen him as he was being taken io his new 'home.. He said, 'I
know you. I saw you working in the fields.' although I don't think lie could
possibly remember me among the many who were held there. However, he
became Very friendly towards me and tailed me his 'Daddy.' I told him that
as im 'son. he had to stop getting into fights and stop being absent...

pliant Min% en. kur.lantiali 199-1

attach to mental illness and in part because the idea of sharing
one's personal problems with a stranger is in conflict with Viet-
namese notions of privacY and propriety. (( :arlin & Sokoloff, 1985:
Tung. 1985). A report On the needs of Vietnamese students at a
CalifOrnia university explains why Vietnamese students were not
using the university counseling services: "[Vietnamese] students
... will expect a more personal involvement bah the counselor],
and usually will end up feeling alienated because they feel that
they are being treied as a 'client.' rather than 'a special person'
(Ericksen (:uceloglu, 1987, p. 59),

Me advisers in the young adult program were effective because
the\ provided the level of pecsonal imolvement that students ex-
pected. 'They don't tall me «nmselor or adviser. They call me
uncle. I hey treat me like a membei of the family,- one adviser
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noted (Ranard i Pfleger, 1994). At the same time, advisers had to
resist the temptation to solve students' problems for themsome-
thing that many students expected, but that would have been at
odds with the overall program goal of helping students gain inde-
pendence. "When they first come in, they want the adviser to solve
their problems fhr them but we tell them that they are the ones to
make the choices, not the adviser," an adviser noted. "We give
infOrmation. offer options, and discuss consequences, but it's up to
the student to take action" (Khuven, personal communication,
Febntary 1)94).

Conclusion
Through its experience with Amerasian young adults, the Interna-
tional Catholic Migration Commission learned several lessons about
educating refUgees. Perhaps the most important was that relitgee
education does not begin and end at the classroom door. Refit-
gees in generill and undo-schooled young adult refugees in par-
ticular have a wide range of needs, and to be effec, a program
cannot ignore students' psychosocial needs. The program could
never have succvecled had it isi)lated educational needs from other
needs, since the other needs so heavily affiTted students' ability to
take advantage of the education oflered.

A second lesson was that refhgees know a great deal about what
they need, aml they should he heard. (Fall the ways the program
sought to give voice to students' needs, none was 111011' CifeCti

han the use of bilingual Vietnamese-American advisers. They pro-
vided the program with a constant means of listening and re-
sponding to relitgees.

A third lesson was that it pays to support experimentation. The
International Catholic Nligration Commission could respond to
the spec iaf needs of Amrasians cith a sophisticated arra\ of now-
any(' ideas and ;INA odd les. both insidt and outside the class-

room, becatise managers encouraged change and experimentation.
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Few Innovations vould have occurred without organized linkages
among the vai sous social service agencies 111 the camp. This fact
undei scales the foul th and final lesson the N alue of coordination
and cooperation. Fhe International Catholic Migration Commis-
sion, a Large organization made up of man\ departments, was onh
one of many agencies operating at the processing center In size
and bureaucratic complexit\ , the center rivaled any midsized U.S.
«numunitv, and as in am community. the different social sere ce
organizations were no strangers to competition and territorial dis-
putes. Vet it quickly became clear to everrone that Amerasians'
needs were so broad and involved so many different agencies that
cooperation and coordination were imperative. ibis recognition
led to better linkages that all wed staff to take full advantage of all
the available resources and to provide students with the best edu-
cational experience possible.
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The World of the
Past, the World of
Tomorrow
First Language Literacy at the
Phanat Nikhom Refugee Camp
Fred Ligon
The Consortium
Phanat Nikhoni Refugee Camp

It is (:O() p.m. After a full day of English and cultural orientation
classes, hundreds Of students, mostly women accompanied by chil-
dren, pack the dusty road 011 their way to yet another hour and fifteen
minutes of instmetion. The sounds ()f laughter and play fill the evening
air as the students enter the classrooms.

Only a few visitors, or teaching staff for that matter, have ever
witnessed this scene, vet it happens every weekday. -111e students
are participants in a unique educational experiment: Phanat
Nikhom's native language literacy (NLI.) program. For five clays a
week, up to 1,800 students learn to read and write their own
languages in classes taught by other U.S.-bound refitgees, who, in
some cases, arc only recently literate themselves.

Established in 1982, the NIL program has provided literacy in-
struction to more than 30,000 I Imong, Mien, Lao, Lahti, Khmer,
and Vietnamese refilgees, The program was founded on the belief
that refilgees who can read and write their own languages will find
it easier to learn a second language. The program also assumes
that the skills refitgees gain in NU. classes vill contribute to their
personal and cultural pride and that this pride in turn will help
them lace the challenges of adjusting to a new culture and lan-
guage. Although fii much of its history N1,1, has struggled for

Chapter S. 1 he World of the Nun. the I1orld of Tomorrow
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survival and acceptance, in recent years the program has flour-
ished, in large measure because staff throughout the entire refit
gee education program at Phanat Nikhom have increasingly
promoted bilingual communication rather than insisting on an
English-only learning environment.

This chapter examines the role of NLL at Phanat Nikhom. The
first part fOcuses on classroom instruction, while the second part
explores efforts to expand the uses of native language literacy
outside the classroom. Although the Consortium has provided
literacy training to several refugee populations, this article will
focus on the Hmong, since this group has played such an impor-
tant part in the story- of Nil, at Phanat Nikhom.

Native Language Literacy Program
Early history

It was the Hmong and their interest in first language literacy that
provided the impetus for the Consortium's first effOrts in NIA.
instruction. The NH. program in Phanat Nikhom grew out of
efforts begun 13 years ago in Ban Vinai, a camp for Hmong and
Mien refugees on the ThailandLios border. NEL instruction in
Ban Vinai began as part of a Ford Foundationfunded pilot pro-
Warn that provided six weeks of NEL instruction and ESL to adult
hilltribe refugees who had been accepted for resettlement to the
United States. Later that year. NIA. and ESL classes in Ban Vinai
became part of the overseas rehigee program hauled by the U.S.
Department of State. Implemented by the Consortium, the new
program continued to teach Hmong literacy, although the design
differed From that of the first program: Whereas students in the
Ford-liinded program received N LI. instruction at the same time
they studied ESI., in the new program, students studied N1.1.
befbre they began their ESL classes.

The continuation of NIA, instruction was largely the result of
efl.orts by Peter lAwerde. a teacher trainer in the new program
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and a strong advocate for NLL instruction. While there was little
research to support his views, Loverde believed that teaching refu-
gee adults to read and write their own language would help them
learn English. He and others in Ban Vinai also supported NLL as
a means of linguistic and cultural survival for the Hmong. "Ban
Vinai is the largest community of Hmong in the world," a 1981
Consortium report noted. "We should use this fact to keep alive
the culture of the Hmong" (Consortium organizational memo HO
81-0325, December 1981). Hmong concern about cultural preser-
vation has been well documented in the growing body of literature
on this group (Dunnigan, 1986; Schein, 1987; Scott, 1982), and in
Ban Vinai the NLL program generally received support from
Hmong leadership. On one occasion, with tens of thousands of
refugees relocated to Ban Vinai and space in great demand, Hmong
leaders saw to it that the NLL program was allocated 20 to 30
classrooms (P. Loverde, personal communication, March 1994).

In early 1981, the training program at Ban Vinai moved to Phanat
Nikhom. NIA, did not survive the transfer, largely because Peter
Loverde, NI,L's strongest advocate, did not move to Phanat Nikhom
at that time. In addition, there was less support fbr NLL instruc-
tion from the refligee community at Phanat Nikhom, where the
refitgees were more diverse in their ethnic and educational back-
grounds than the largely nonhterate hilltribe community in
Ban Vinai.

In mid-1981, Loverde rejoined the Consortium staff at Phanat
Nikhom and almost immediately began advocating fOr an NIA,
program. His keen interest, coupled with the arrival in early 1982
of large numbers of hilltribe students, led to the establishment of
Nl.t. classes. The new NIA . program returned to the Ford-funded
model of simultaneous ESL and NIA. instruction, with refugees
studying English and cultural orientation during the day and N IA
in the evening.

9 8
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Obstacles
NLL instruction at Phanat Nikhom has survived despite many
obstacles: initial resistance to NLL instruction from program
hinders, staff, and, on occasion, the refugee leadership; limited
funding and resources; inexperienced volunteer teachers; and high
refitgee teacher turnover.

Most obstacles have derived from a widespread skepticism about
NLI.'s benefits. NLL's struggle for recognition and acceptance
began inside the Consortium among program stafIl Some expressed
concern that learning to read and write two languages--the SW-
dents' own and Englishwould confuse the learners or hinder
their learning English. Others questioned the relevance of NIA. to
the overseas training program's purposeto prepare refiigees for
life in the United States.

94

From time to time, there was resistance to NIS. from the refUgees
themselves. Hmong leaders, though generally supportive of NI.L,
at times also supported instruction in Lao, Thai, and English only.
RefUgees have also questioned the value of a particular writing
system. Some Hmong have supported a different script from the
one used in the N LI. program, and one of the Mien scripts,
developed in the 1930s by Western missionaries, has been contro-
versial from the beginning because of its ties to Christianity.

Moreover, using U.S. tax dollars to support the teaching of any
language other than English was politically sensitive, particularly
in the program's early years. The program's State Department
monitor, while sympathetic to the Consortium's efforts to
re-introduce Nil. instruction in Phanat Nikhom, was nonetheless
acutely aware of the difficulty of justifying N LL to critics within the
U.S. government. The overseas program Was frequently under fire
from critics who questioned the value of any pre-resettlement train-
ing. If critics thought an extensive pre-arrival English language
program was unnecessary, one can only imagine their reaction to
the notion of a native language literacy program.
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The lack of research showing the benefits of native language lit-
eracy fbr English language acquisition in adult learners also made
support for NU, instruction problematic. In hopes of shedding
some light on the issue, the Asia Foundation funded a study in late
1980 to examine the effects of first language literacy on the ESL
performance of Hmong students in the refugee program at Ban
\ -1 he study found that literacy in Hmong had a positive
effect on lea' ners' ESL performance. The small sample size (64)
and the short period of instruction, however, limited the signifi-
cance of the findings (Robson, 1982).

Nonetheless, Loverde and others in Phanat Nikhom continued to
ad mate for NLI, instruction, taking every opportunity to explain
to staff and visitors its insuuctional benefits. Skeptical staff were
gradually Avon over as they saw firsthand the enthusiasm of the
refugees and the gains students were able to make (Ranard &
Hiegel, 1994)

Because of the growing support for NU, among stall at Phanat
Nikhom, and because the classes were taught by volunteer refugee
teachers and made minimal demands on the budgetary resources
of the overseas program, NIA, classes were allowed to continue.
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Educating Women
"I don't like it when a letter arrives. If my husband is not home, my children

and I have to wait. We want to know what is written there."

As the sunlight breaks through the mist hanging loosely between the moun-
tains of northern Laos, Mee Yang fixes breakfast for her children. Her
husband is outside preparing to slaughter a chicken for the evening meal.

The rice harvest will soon be in, and Mee Yang is working harder than usual

on berm] nkmb embroidery to get clothes ready for the New Year celebration.

For Mee Yang, the rhythm of life was once marked by the rising and setting
of the sun, the planting and harvesting of the crops, and the raising of
animals. She produced everything she needed by hand. Her children learned

as she once had, by listening and by watchi.tg the elders sew cloth, plant
fields, and fbrm tools from wood and metal. The older generation told each

new generation traditional stories; there was no need to write or read them.
Those learning another language did so working alongside or trading with
visitors from other villages beyond the mountains. The whims of nature and

the toil of hard work dictated the terms of their survival.

In Laos, Throng men often travelled front village to village and to places far
from the mountains; some became literate, though more often in Lao than

in Hmong. Most women, in contrast, were homebound and not expected to

be literate; their daily tasks (lid not require literacy.

For Ilniong woolen, life in the refugee camps and in the United States
brought new needs and opportunities. For the first time in history, large

Program Description
NU, students study an hour and fifteen minutes each evening,

five days a week, in the same classrooms they study in during the
day. Each room holds about 20 students. Resources are limited
a whiteboard and marking pen, paper, worksheets, and a
few workbooks.

Nearly two thirds of the students are women. (Among Hmong, the

percentage of women is even higher: approximately 80 percent.)
The students ages range from small children accompanying their

parents to grandparents in their 60s and 70s. Mothers often bring

their babies with them.
09
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numbers of hilltribe women were given the opportunity to become literate.
In Phanat Nikhom, the percentage of women attending NU. is approxi-
mately 807c , indicating the continued interest women have in he-
mming literate.

The reasons women have fbr becoming literate relate to a. .it culture, their
families, and the camp environment, as well as to their own perceptions of
themselves. In March, 1994, a sttnev asked NLL students in Phanat Nikhom
why they wanted to become literate. The great majority of the respondents
who were mostly womensaid they wanted to be literate to correspond with
relatives and hiends. In addition, they said they wanted to become literate to:

Read and write Hnumg fOlktales, history and other cultural material.
Help children maintain their ties to Hmong culture.
Gain access to information printed in Hmong.
Communicate with relatives and friends in Laos or in the West.
Help other Fhnong become literate.
Become a community leader.
Write about the Hmong in China.

Commenting on the motivation of women to become literate, former NU,
supervisor Peter Loverde notes, "Literacy is giving women, especially hilltube
women, the communication tools for the fi-st time in history to understand
the world beyond their own immediate confines and is opening up new and
unexpected opportunities for them in the United States."

A simple, informal native language literacy test, administered to
all new students, places those with little or no literacy in the Nil,
progam. NI J, classes are not organized by any system of levels
beginning, intermediate, and advancedbut some movement be-
tween classes occurs once teachers are able to identify fast and slow
lemners. The Ni, instructors are volunteer refugee teachers whose
educational backgrounds vary widely. Few have had previous teach-
ing experience.

100
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Family Classes
A recent initiative has organized NLL classes into three strands:
adult classes, children's classes, and family classes. Family classes
build on a common practice: Parents have always brought their
children with them because the camp's day care center does not
operate in the evening. While the program once viewed the pres-
ence of children as an unfortunate necessity, family classes are
now seen as a way to strengthen intergenerational interaction.
"The idea is that the parents and children can support one an-
other," notes former NI.L supervisor Robert Horley (personal com-
munication, March 1994). "It lets the parents know what the chil-
dren are involx ed in when they go to school. And we hope it starts
the idea that parents can get involved in their children's school-
ingthat they will want to help their children study and support
them when they do their homework." An added benefit of family
classes is that they allow children to see their parents as learners.

The program's decision to focus on intergenerational issues led
NI,I, staff to view family classes more positively and to plan other
intergenerational activities. Literacy activities that parents and chil-
dren can do together at home are being developed, and for par-
ents with little or no literacy, NLI. staff are creating picture books
that family members can use in class or at home to tell each
other stories.

Refugees Teaching Refugees
Frem the inception of the NLL program, all classroom teachers
have been refugees. Over the past 14 years, approximately 3,00()
refugees have taught native language literacy in Phanat Nikhom,
and, at any given time, about 100 reffigees are teaching in
the program.

N LI, teachers are generally young, most in their early twenties.
Many have grown up in Thai refugee camps, and kw have had
formal education other than what they received in the camps. The
degree to which teachers are literate in their first language varies.
Some became literate in Laos or attended literacy classes in Ban
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Vim' or other refugee camps. Others became literate only after
coming to Phanat Nikhom and continue improving their own
liteiao skills as they teach.

I he decision to hn e refugee teachers was made for budgetary
reasons, but the benefits of the decision soon became apparent.
'I he NLL program discovered what a growing number of adult
ESL educator s now believe. Literacy instniction can be mole effec-
tive when teachers and students share a culture and language
(Auerbach, 1994; Gillespie. 1994; Podeschi, 1990). For students
who have not expel ienced classroom learning before, the class-
room can be alienating (Auerbach, 1994; Klassen, 1991). When
teachers and students share a common language and whine, the
classroom environment is mole likely to he i elaxed, comfortable,
and nonthreatening. Teachers know how to encourage classroom
participation without violating ti acht tonal values. Moreover, teach-
ers w ho ale oiil recently liter ate themselves serve as models for
what students can achieve.

Most NLL teachers prefer to use a traditional, bottom-up approach
to literac instruction, one that moves systematically from smaller
to lin gei units of language In the early stages, there is an empha-
sis On phonics, although ever attempt is made to use meaningful
language. A class often begins with teachers offering a written

0
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example or demonstration; a period for student practice then
fbllows. Typically a lesson includes handwriting practice, dictation.
exercises, and games, such as concentration and bingo. The teach-
ers encourage students to demonstrate their writing skills on
the board.

Students also seem to prefer a traditional teacher-centered class-
room. For nonliterate students, learning to read and write is dou-
bly difficult. At the same time they are learning new skills, they are
adjusting to an unfamiliar learning environment; most, after all,
have never been in a classroom befbre. For these students, a teacher-
directed approach is effective because it approximates the way
they have learned in their own culture: Daughters learn the skills
of embroidery by observing their mothers and practicing; the skills
of farming are passed from father to son in the same way. Because
the style of teaching and learning is familiar, students learn to
read and write with more confidence and security. While the
program's approach evolved from experience, other literacy edu-
cators have also noted a preference among Hmong learners for a
traditional pedagogy. In a review of the literature on Hmong
attitudes toward their ESI, classes, Duffy (1993) found a wide-
spread dissatisfaction with modern communicative approaches and
a preference for traditional approaches. Hvitfeldt (1986), in an
article on Hmong learning style preferences, notes that "in all
areas of social life, Hmong adults exhibit a preference fbr struc-
ture which is imposed fom the outside over that which must be
individually constructed" (p. 73).

Teacher Training
NIA, teachers receive training born a small corps of trainers who
are Thai nationals fluent in the refugee languages. The goal of
teacher training is to create independent teachers, able to evaluate
the progress of their students and to take the steps needed to
improve their students' learning.

Training is provided through fbrnial daily training sessions as well
as through observation and feedback. Formal training takes place
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one hour each day at noon, around a long table occupying most of
the training room. Training mirrors somewhat the model-and-
practice approach used by most teachers. A typical session might
begin with the trainer addressing a topic such as writing common
punctuation marks (period, comma, exclamation point, etc.). The
trainer might then write the marks on the board and lead a group
discussion comparing their use in Hmong ai1d English. The ses-
sion might end with the trainer assessing comprehension by writ-
ing Hmong punctuation marks on the board and asking teachers
to come up to the board and explain the marks.

In addition to these sessions, trainers observe and give feedback
on classroom teaching. feedback tends to he infOrmal and in
group gatherings rather than in one-on-one sessions. Since NEL
teacher trainers monitor up to 40 teachers a day, however, obser-
vation and feedback sessions are limited. The training helps refu-
gee teachers develop awareness of themselves as teachers and
confidence in their ability to teach. The teaching quality varies
some teachers excel while others struggle, but few lack enthusiasm
fin. their work.

Materials
Materials development has always been an important part of the
NEL program. Classes use both published material as well as
material developed by staff In the early years. Hmong classes
used workbooks and primers developed in the United States; {Or
the Mien, Lao, Khmer, Vietnamese, and lai' classes, staff adapted
materials and workbooks because they were not satisfied with what
was available.

Staff in recent years have developed a broad range of high-interest
reading materials, including fblktales and traditional sayings, an
almanac, dictionaries, literacy primers, and a student newsletter.
A recent materials development initiative builds on students' curi-
osity about life in the United States. Refugees post questions on a
resource-room bulletin board. Staff then send the questions by
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e-mail to refugees in the United States; their e-mail responses are
posted on the bulletin board next to the questions.

Among the most useful staff-developed materials is the Literacy
Health Manual. Each of the manual's ten chapters has a brief
reading passage about health and child rearing, accompanied by
reading and writing exercises and word problems incorporating
basic numeracy skills. Each manual is bilingual in English and one
of five languagesHmong, Lao, Khmer, Vietnamese, or Mien
with the native language and English versions on facing pages.
Because of the focus on child rearing, the manuals have been
especially popular with women.

In order to help students make the transition from learning to
read to reading to learn, the program has developed a sizeable
collection of Hmong and Mien reading materials. The collection
consists of published materials as well as material translated into
the native languages by NLL staff at Phanat Nikhom. In the case
of published Hmong works, for example, the amount of written
material in the United States has expanded significantly in recent
years, and the program's collection now includes fblktales, novels,
newspapers, newsletters, health bulletins, and bilingual
driving examinations.

In addition, the program has translated other Mien and Hmong
materials: mostly popular Western literature and math and science
texts. The NLL staff decided to emphasize this type of material
for two reasons. As noted earlier, quite a few Hmong folktales
have already been published, and many of these are part of the
program's collection of materials. More importantly, NU. staff
members were concerned that an excessive fbcus on Hmong
fblktales and cultural stories might have the unintentional effect of
freezing the written language in a time of the past, granting the
Hmong a means of preserving their language and culture but
allocating them few resources to expand their knowledge of the
world in their own words. The new material, it was hoped, would
help the Hmong realize that "reading and writing can open up a
whole new world" (R. Horley, personal communication, March
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1994). The Nil program is also working on producing a
Hmong dictionary.

In translating math. health, science, and academic texts, NIA,
teacher 11 amei s have had to create a new Hmong vocabulary.
While not all invented words will ac hieve universal acceptance bv
the Hinong, the effort shows the Hmong that their language has
value and is as capable as other languages of conveying ideas. Says
former NIA. supervisor Robert Horley,

I ./eel the effort to expmul Ilmong vocabulary has succeeded. From
what 1 hare been table to heat about Unions; in the I'mted States, they

are tntwe succestiful because they arrive there feehng ?nom corifident

((bout their language .1 few years tq.?o 1 used to hear Ilmong
"Oh, Will can't say that in 11mong." I'm not Ite«ring that as often now
N'ow, 1 find they'll say, "11'e can say that. Ilitatever we wit to call it,

that's h«t it is." (personal communication, March 1994)

To house its growing collection of materials. the NIA, program
established a Hilltribe Resource Center, where ..efugees can choose
materials from a broad array of interest areas, bosh traditional and
academic. Located in a small room adjacent to the N1,1, complex
and run by volunteer refiigee staff, the center is also a place where
refugees can learn how to use a library.
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Hmong SeriphsScripts
Although the I lmong are often described as a preliterate people, Ilmong
lernds tell of a time when the I Imong had their own written language.
Different stories explain the loss of the script; most are set in the late 19th
century. when many I Imong, to escape attacks and persecution, fled China
for Vietnam, Thailand, and Laos. According to one story.

Two I Imong Mother-kings led a group of soldiers south from their villages in China. The
women and girl-babies staved behind and the soldiers trawled with the hoy-holies and the
female sel%allk.. When they got halli%ay, the two brothel-kings were captured and put to
sleep so the Ilmong soldiers couldn't lied them. Only the brother-kings mild understand
and teach the letters that they carried with them film-, china. Outs the brother-kings knew
how to keep the letters and how to teach them; without them the soldiers didn't know what
ut do or where to go, The soldier, wailed and wailed for the brother-kings to return. 'Hie
new !cadet didn't know what to do, so he said the soldiers should cook and cat the letters
the Mother-kings (allied with them. This would put the knowledge right into their minds.
They would see %%huh pet son %%Mild gel Illy idea of the letters. Rut aim eating the longs,

the still did not uu stand, and all the letters we,. lost. then even clue just stayed I hel e.

doing the hest they could.

to Gin lc Mint kon bs ran \lag Niong. Santa .1na, Calilornia

Though main } Imong in the 20th century have been nonliterate, this can be
attributed largely to their independence and isolation. In Laos, I Imong pre-
ferred to live in isolated mountain regions, high above the lands farmed by
the Lao and other ethnic groups. Because of their isolation, many Hmong
received no Formal education.

Surprisingly, more than 20 Hmong writing systems have been developed in
this century. Most, however, have gain" little or no acceptance. Writing
systems developed lw missionaries mostly gained audiences equivalent to the
size of their congregations, though this was not the case with the Romanized
Popular Alphabet (RPA), the most commonly used written script.
Unlike most other Hmong writing systems, the RPA is easily produced on
standard English language typewriters, keyboards, and printing presses. Con-
sequently, materials written in Hmong RPA have proliferated, launching a
literacy chain reaction: As more materials have become available in Hmong,
more I Imong people have become interested in reading. The use of RP;\ in
the 1970s and 1980s by I liming in refugee camps in Thailand fiirther solidi-
fied its position. In the past decade, RPA has seen even wider use as it has
been adopted by Ilmong in China corresponding with other Hmong around
the wodd.
All materials developed by the Consortium are written in the RPA. Still, not
all I Imong peicple accept the R PA as the only way of writing Hmong, and
other writing systems have gained a measure of acceptance. Alternative Hinong
writing systems continue to be developed by Hmong in the United States.
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NLL Throughout the Consortium Program
Re..fore leaving home for cultural orientation class, Kitt l'ue closely
studies the paper her teenage son, Owe, brought home from school
resterday. It is an invitation to attend Open House at MSS, the
Consortium's junior high school. Kitt carries her baby to the preschool
program, stopping to read a poster tucked on a wall. A meeting with
parents is scheduled for Saturd«y to discuss the preschool snacks,
something of concern to Kia and her husband. Outside her cultural
orientation class. Kia pauses for a fi2w minutes to look at pictures of
(i.inosaus on an outdoor bulletin board. .1s Kia reads the accompany-
ing I !mow, text, explaining the prehistoric animals, she is relieved to
discover that dinosaurs no longer exist and won't be awaiting her in
Minnesota. Later, in cultural orientation class, Kia's teacher passes
out slips announcing registration for elective classes. Kia tells her
teacher she will sign up for one on how to make puppets fur
her children.

Kia, a beginning-level ESL student who never studied in a class-
mom befbre coming to Phanat Nikhom, can read the school no-
tice, the poster 9m the bulletin board, and the class registration
announcement because they were written in Hmong, a language
she has been studying for five months in her NLI, class.

Each day Kia discovers many opportunities around Phanat Nikhom
to apply her emerging Hmong literacy skills. These opportunities
have not always existed. Although refugees have been studying
NIA, at Phanat Nikhom since 1981, until recently the program
provided few chances fbr refitgees to rise their new skills outside
NU, classes. To help prepare students fbr resettlement in the
United States, the program made English the language of com-
munication in Phanat Nikhom, and until 1991, virtually all written
communication with refugees took place in English. Classroom
rules, workplace signs and safety warnings, reporting forms, and
even the student newsletter were all in English.
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Yet this practice was not in harmony with other program goals
and effbrts. For students with little or no English, the practice
frequently led to miscommunication and missed opportunities to
participate in activities. In their ESI, and cultural orientation classes,
students were encouraged to preserve their culture, yet outside
class there were few opportunities to irt:x one of the most impor-
tant. aspects of their culture. Moreover, the English-only practice
was at odds with one of the program's fUndamental goals: to
promote student independency. Initiative, and self-esteem. In some
ways, the practice may have actually contributed to depencLicy,
with adult refugees often forced to rely on their more English-
proficient children for infiffmation. With Hmong as a language of
communication in the camp, refirgees could rely on their own
newly emerging literacy skills. Encouraging two options English
and Hmongwould increase refUgees' chances for independence
and self-reliance.

Uses of Native Language Literacy
Today, Hmong is increasingly used throughout the program at
Phanat Nikhom as a way to communicate with students and as a
way to develop newly emerging native language literacy skills. '['he
fiillowing provides a selective overview of the uses of native
language.

In the Consortium's high school and elementary programs, com-
munication between the school and home now takes place in the
native languages and English. A parentstudent handbook in
Ilmong, Mien, and Lahu provides information on school services.
Notices to students and their parents, invitations to school events,
and written materials used at ParentTeacherStudent Association
meetings are provided to Emilie,: in their native languages. Im-
portant information, particularly concerning students' safety, is

also in the native language. For example, during orientation to
the "ropes course," a physically demanding obstacle Course, objec-
tives are written in the native language.

Around the high school complex, bilingual notices appear on
bulletin boards and office and classroom walls. Posters in Htnong
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and English announce upcoming events, bulletin boards display

mane language letters from relatives in the United States, and
newspaper articles describe Hmong students' experiences in their

new U.S. schools and communities

13) pros iding opportunities for native language use during the
school clati , the refugee pi ogram helps students strengthen their
connection to the native culture. In the elemental y school pro-

w am, students stitch language arts in Hmong Not only do stu-
dents lead fblktales and other storybook in Hmong, they also

create their own native language reading books as class projects

At the school's red' eat ion center, students participate in essay WI it-

mg contests. Entries written in the native language by high Sc hool

students are judged by advanced-level students in the adult pro-

p am. Winning essays are then posted foi all to read.

At the recreation center, parents teach a variety of elective classes,

such as cooking traditional ibods and playing traditional instru-

ments. In addition, students make holiday greeting cards using
the native language and publish a bilingual student newsletter
with student-written poems and stories, letters from resettled refu-

gees, and profiles of refugees who have been successful in the

United States.
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In the school's resource room, students take charge of their own
learning by checking out bilingual language lab materials. Bilin-
gual scripts fbr stories on cassette tape and supplementary native
language readings about American culture are popular among
both elementary and high school students.

The adult program also offers opportunities for students to use
the native language. During supermarket simulations, adults read
and write shopping lists in the native language. In ESL classes,
some teachers give students vocabulary lists written in English and
the native language to help them prepare for reading activities.
Teachers increasingly see the value of note-taking in the native
language; many students write English words phonetically in the
native language as an aid to pronunciation. Some teachers have
students read aloud letters, written in the native language, that
teachers have received from former students.

In work orientation classes, safety signs in Hmong are posted
around the classrooms. In cultural orientation, students learn to
read maps in the native language, and background information
fbr many lessons is translated into the native language. Once in
each instructional cycle, parents bring their children to class to
read books in the native language and to learn how important. it is
to read to their children.

In special classes fbr young mothers, students receive native lan-
guage health pamphlets and hand-outs to be shared with family
members at home. Students also share information about their
families and, in their native language, write out personal and
family goals. Students create picture books with drawings of tradi-
tional events and activities. While some students tell their stories
wholly through pictures, others supplement the pictures with the
words they know. Students share and read these student-made
books with one another.

At the resource center, notices on a bulletin board provide detailed
information in the native language about American holidays and
curriculum topics. Other bulletin boards encourage students to
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write out their questions about life in the United States in their
native language or English; their questions are answered in the
native language by resource center staff.

In special tutorial sessions, appointment slips are written in the
native language. Dui ing their study sessions, students take notes
in both English and the native language.

Even special education students have opportunities to use native
language literacy. Deaf students receive a booklet in the native
language on the care of hearing aids. Disabled students take home
a booklet, translated into their native language, explaining Ameri-
can law and the disabled. All special education students receive a
booklet in the native language about home safety to take home to
their families.

Reflections on NLL
Today, there is growing support for NIA, instruction among adult
ES1, educators. In a review of' the literature, Gillespie (1994) notes
that educators support NLI, instruction for a variety of political,
social, cultural, and linguistic reasons. At Phanat Nikhom, the
emergence of NIL instruction and the explosion of NI.1, use
throughout the organization has been based less on the litera-
tureuntil recently, there was very little written on native lan-
guage literacy fbr adultsand more on some common-sense
assumptions and belief's about NLL's value. The Consortium's
14-year experience in Phanat Nikhom suggests that these beliefs
have been well fbunded and that there are indeed significant
benefits to NIA ,. Specifically, the program has found the following
to be true:

1. NEI, aids in the acquisition of English. Strategies developed in
learning to read and write a first language help refitgees learn to
read and -Write a second language. Moreover, once students have
learned to read and write one languagetheir ownthey are
more confident that they can learn to read and write a second.
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2. Native language literacy provides refugees with another source
of information and knowledge about the world. Vietnamese, Lao,
and Khmer refhgees who have made the transition to literacy have
access to a large body of literature, and the amount of literacy
material available to the Hmong continues to grow. It is hoped
that newly literate Lahu and Mien will add to what is available in
their languages.

3. Native language literacy contributes to personal and cultural
pride. Refugees gain self-confidence when they are able to express
themselves in writing in their own language. As Giroux (1987)
puts it, "To he literate . . . is to be present and active in the
struggle for reclaiming one's voice, history, and future" (page 11).

Perhaps the best evidence of the value of the NIL program is the
number of refugees whose lives it has changed. Of the more than
60,000 refugees who have studied at Phanat Nikhom since 1980,
about half could not read or write their own language when they
entered the program. Most have gained at least basic native lan-
guage literacy during their brief stay at Phanat Nikhom. Some
have achieved much more.
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mom
The World of the Past, the World of
Tomorrow
Kitt Vue rose and made her war to the podium to address her teachers

and fellow students. A beginning-/eve/ Ilmong student, Kia had been

chosen to speak tar her fellow students at their graduation ceremony.

Speaking in. I Imong, Kia talked about her experience sewing and sell-

ing pat numb, llmong embroidery, in the camp's handicraft stalls
before entering the refugee program. After completing live months of

study, she still made and sold pa,' ntauh in the stalls, but her life had

changed. Now she could understand and talk to her foreign custom-

ers, she could read and write her name and sonic words in English,
and most important, she could read and write her own language. Kitt

paused. then began to cry. Alone at first, she was soon joined by others

who cried and then applauded Kia for what she had accomplished.

Literacy's power for change should never be underestimated or
taken for granted. Kia Vile's. graduation speech lingers as a re-
minder that the ultimate success of the refugee program is mea-

sured by its ability to more learners further toward self reliance,

confident they have the skills and the resources to begin new lives

yet not forget who they are.
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Enhancing the Flavor
Winning Partnerships Between
Home and School
Lauren I loyt
World Relief Corporation
Philippine Refugee Processing Center

The effort we are making to include parents in our classroom q(lairs
validates the positive partnership that can lead to students' success.
We develop a spirit of shared responsibility that ensures a commonal-
ity of goals and makes us realize that many cooks do not spoil the
broth, but rather enhance its flavor.

Victoria Garcia, PREP instnictional supervisor

From 1987 to 1994, educators and refugee families involved in a
program called Preparing RefUgees fin r Elementary Programs
(PREP) worked together to forge a partnership fin- educating refit--
gee children. This chapter describes PREP's efforts to develop a
collaborative model for involving families in their children's edu-
cation. Integral to PREP's success was a shift from a traditional
educator-directed program for parents to one in which family
members became active participants in educating their children.

Preparing Refugees for Elementary
Programs

PREP operated from 1987 to 1994 as part of the overseas refugee
program in Bataan, Philippines. Run by the World Relief Corpo-
ration, PREP prepared refitgee children fb elementary schools in
the United States. During its eight -year history, more than 12,000
Vietnamese, Laotian, and Cambodian students attended PREP. In
its last few years, the student population was completely Vietnam-
ese, reflecting campwide demographics.
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PREP students attended classes four hours a day, five days a week,
for 18 weeks, while older family members attended English and
cultural orientation classes run by other agencies in the camp.
PREP used a whole language approach. Students learned to read
and write English through shared reading, language experience
stories, and sustained silent reading. Children also learned Eng-
lish, as well as new subject matter, through math, social studies,
and science activities. Teachers assessed students' progress through
anecdotal records and portfblios of student work. Teachers, Fami-
lies, and students all worked together to gauge student progress
through regular conferences.

PREP teachers were Filipinos in their mid-twenties from a variety
of professional backgrounds. Sonic were experienced teachers,
while others came from other technical fields. All were proficient.
in English and eager to learn the latest instructional methods.
Teachers taught four hours a day and spent another two hours
planning and evaluating their instruction in teams of five to eight
teachers. Each team was guided by a supervisor, an experienced
Filipino or American educator. Supervisors observed teachers in
classrooms, assisted in lesson planning, encouraged professional
development, evaluated the quality of instruction, and developed
instructional goals.

Early Efforts in Family Involvement
PREP's early efforts in fmily involvement tended toward the tra-
ditional. These efforts focused on informing parents of their re-
sponsibilities to the school rather than on involving them in the
classroom. Each 18-week termor cycle, as a term of study was
knownbegan with an orientation. Held in a large hall with PREP
administrative and teaching staff seated in front, these sessions
were one-way transfers of infbrmation from school to parent. For
two hours, various speakers outlined the goals of the PREP pro-
gram, school expectations and rules, the curriculum, and class-
room routines. Afterward, parents met with teachers, who summa-
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rued the presentations and asked for questions. No children were
allowed to attend these sessions.

In addition to orientation sessions, twice each cyclein the sev-
enth week and in the last weekPREP parents came to their
children's classrooms to receive progress reports. During the one-
on-one parent-teacher conference, the teacher read from a lengthy
form evaluating the child's English and math skills, attitude, and
behavior. The conference lasted only 15 minutes, allowing little on
no time for qt.stions. Even when there was time, parents deferred'
to the teacher's authority and rarely asked questions (Ranard &

Heger, 1994).

Parents were also brought into the school setting for social and
recreational activities. They watched their children compete in
games and relay races on field day and present poems, skits,

dances, and dramas during social hour. Parents rarely were in-
volved in the planning of these events, however; for the most part,
they were only spectators.

One family involvement activity was different the practice ofhome

visits. I Ionic visits evolved naturally from teachers' interest in their
students' culture and language. 'leachers lived in dormitories in
the refitgee camp, and in the evenings they took walks through
the refitgee neighborhoods, where they were often invited into
their students' living quarters. Relaxing with families over fragrant
glasses of jasmine tea, teachers listened with interest to stories of
escape and laughed at anecdotes of daily life, which occasionally

included incidents from the classroom.

As teachers spent more time in refitgee homes, they began to see
the extent to which families supported their children's learning.
Student work papered living quarters, and improvised blackboards
featured English vocabulary lists. Home visits also provided op
portunities for informal progress reports, as adults often asked
how the children were doing.

In the refitgee camp, families came in different configurations,
teachers learned. A child's caregiver might be an older brother, an

Chapter 6. Enhancing the Flavor
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aunt, Or even a friend. Even in two-parent families, it was often not
the parent who was most directly involved in a child's education.
As researchers have noted (Caplan, Whitmore, & Choy, 1989;
Rumhaut & Inia, 1987), there is a cultural tradition among South-
east Asian families of working together for the collective good of
the family; in education, this commonly takes the form, particu-
larly among Vietnamese families, of older brothers and sisters
guiding their younger siblings' education.

The structure of camp life also contributed to family and commu-
nity involvement in children's education. Refugee housing, in
blocklike buildings holding 10 to 12 families, was a place where
family and friends shared child care, fOod preparation, washing,
and other ioutine tasks; in this milieu, any number of people
might help a child with homework. School buildings were located
in the refitgee neighborhoods, making them easy to visit, and
parents, aunts, uncles, grandparents, and even neighbors got into
the habit of dropping by PREP to see how children were doing. It
was not uncommon to see younger brothers or sisters peeking
'Though the louvered classroom windows at any time of the day or

night when a school activity was taking place.

A close relationship between school and home Nvas beneficial to
both, teachers began to realize. Family involvement could make
teachers' jobs easier both inside and outside the classroom. Regu-
lar communication with families could help teachers connect their
lessons to their students' lives and interests. Families who felt a
pail of their children's education would be more likely to commu-
nicate concerns, make suggestions, volunteer, and help their chil-
dren with homework assignments.
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Shift in Thinking
With the exception of home visits, PREP's early model for parent
involvement paralleled practices at that time in the United States.
PREP's top-down approach lardy elicited feedbackh-erm mrents
or involved them in planning educational activAies'all wort while

teaching was clone by teachers, the program assumed. Pqrents
were Oen infOrmation about school policies and practices and
attended scheduled events, usually as passive spectators; if parents
had concerns or questions of then own, it was assumed they would
bi mg them to the teachers. hoe was little attempt to involve
family members other than parents.

Gradually, a shift in perception and practice occurred, leading
ultimately to a more collaborative model for family involvement.
Home visits had shown teachers that family life offered t «t op-
portunities for learning. As teachers began to viem the home as a
resource, they began to see family members as equal partners in
the process of educating children. Teachers began inviting pal -
ems into the classroom to help teach; parents and other family
members were encouraged to work on educational projects with
children at home.
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Getting family members actively involved, however, was not always
easy. Among Southeast Asians, there was a cultural reluctance to
assume a role that traditionally belonged to the teacher. In their
own countries, family members might help repair school buildings
or bring gifts to show their appreciation to teachers, but assisting
with a lesson or teaching a game or song was considered the
teacher's responsibility. Moreover, while well-educated parents
might feel comfOrtable helping in the classroom, parents with
little or no formal education often felt they lacked the necessary
background to help their children learn.

If families were to become actively involved in their children's
education, they would need encouragement and support. But what
kind of support? To find out, staff began asking families what they
needed to become more involved. Supervisor Victoria Garcia re-
called (personal communication, March 1994), "When we asked
parents to tell us how we could help them help their kids, they
said, 'We need consistent help, we need to learn how to teach, and
we need to be used in a way that really helps and that draws on
what we know.'

With a better sense of what families needed, staff developed strate-
gies designed to improve school-home conummication and more
actively engage families. Among the most successful of these strat-
egies were collaborative homework assignments, school visits, parent
workshops, homeschool journals, and parentteacher associations.

Collaborative Ilomework Assignments
Most families indicated that helping children with homework was
a high priority. To let families know how they could support what
children were learning at school, staff. developed homework let-
ters. Translated into the native languages and sent home on a
weekly basis, homework letters described the thematic unit for the
week (e.g., f.kiod, families, animals, clothing), identified two to three
instnictional goals for that week, and provided suggestions for
family homework activities. Homework assignments sometimes
asked family members to share infiirmation about personal expe-
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riences and cultural values and traditions. Through these assign-

ments, family members learned more about one another, and
teachers learned more about individual family members' interests,
experiences, and education, making it easier to involve them fur-

ther in their children's education

School Visits
.1 eat hers encouraged patents to come to school and help their
children present piojects they had woiked on together at home.

Parents inn minced themselves during "family week," helped their

children wok haditunial food during "food week," talked about

then occupations during "community places and people week,"

helped their children pi epal e bulletin board displays on the weekly

topic, and accompanied then children to the library to listen to

sun ins and help them choose books. "It was nice to have pai ems

in the c lassioom." i ecalled teacher I Al/ Bernaldei (pet sonal com-

11111111(cal011. Mal dl 1994). It des eloped a good relationship be-

tween the school and parents Also, they could see development

and imp Os einem in thew child's learning

For family members with low levels of English and little formal

education, it was essential to help preserve self-respect by allowing

them to teach what they knew hest. When students were learning

about different occupations, for example, a parent who had been
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a farmer might come to school and talk about farming. Family
members who didn't want to come to school, but still wanted to
help their children learn, could work at home with suggestions
from weekly homework letters.

Parent Workshops
Family members needed to participate in learning activities before
they felt comfortable assisting teachers in the classroom or helping
with homework. To provide families with a chance to experience
typical school activities, such as shared reading with big books,
and to see how games and songs were used to teach language, a
team of teachers initiated parent workshops.

On six evenings throughout the 18-week cycle, families received
training in activities related to positive learning attitudes and lan-
guage acquisition. Family members were encouraged to talk about
their own experiences as learners, describe ways in which they had
successfully taught children at home, and ask questions they had
about homework. Workshops were filled with spirited discussions
on such topics as the benefits of praise and success in developing
positive learning attitudes and the stages in learning to write.
During the day, family members attended their own language
classes. so it was easy fOr them to see parallels between their own
learning and that of their children.

HomeSchool Journals
111e idea for homeschool journals grew out of staff's successful
use of dialogue journals. Motivating reluctant writers to use their
literacy skills for genuine communication, dialogue journals are
written conversations between teacher and student (Peyton & Reed,
1990). Written in notebooks, these journals also serve as records of
student progress. At PREP, dialogue journals brought children
and teachers closer together and helped teachers incorporate in-
formation about the daily lives and interests of their students into
their lessons.
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With the permission of students, several teachers began sending
Journals home, asking family members to respond. These three -
'say conversations among teachers, students, and families pro-
vided non-threatening ways of seeking advice and sharing infor-
mation. Teachers gained insight into their students' home lives,
and family members became better informed about their children's
education. For some, homeschool Journals were a way to discuss
personal issues and feelings that they would not be willing to
expi ess otherwise. "Your compliments made me very happy," w ote
the older In other of a student in a Journal entry. "My father died
in 1984. On behalf of m) father, I tried to bring 1-my sister] along
when I escaped from Vietnam and now bringing her up useful is
the way that I'll render thanks to my parents."

ParentTeacher Associations (PTAs)
Developed later in PREP, PTAs were initially proposed by teach-
ers to bring families of individual classes together. Each class had
its own VIA, electing a president and vice president to organize
the association, facilitate meetings, and act as a liaison between
families and classroom teachers. PTAs provided a fbrum for con-
cerned family members to air frustrations and to come up with
solutions to common problems. PTA meetings were a where

elders conk! reinfbrce traditional values and younger people could
ask questions and develop leadership skills.
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Because PTAs were organized by individual teachers, meetings
varied in the ways they were conducted. In general, teachers found
that when they facilitated meetings using English, parents partici-
pated less. Gradually, teachers learned to step back. They pro-
vided classroom space for associations to meet, organized meet-
ings until officers were elected, and explained what kinds of help
they needed for school events. After these initial meetings, parents
often met on their own, communicating in their native language,
bringing in teachers when they had questions or ideas to share.
Through VI As, parents developed leadership skills and their own
support network. "Parents who knew each other from VIA helped
support each other," teacher Emily Coinco recalled (personal com-
munication, March 1994). "There were three families who weren't
participating in home-school journal writing because the parents
had not gone to school themselves in Vietnam and there were no
older brothers or sisters at home to help. What happened was
there were some highly literate parents in the neighborhood and
in the PTA, and when they found out they sort of adopted these
kids, tutoring them. That was one of the things I felt best about
that they began to help one another. It really didn't come from
me; it came from them."

Thus, as teachers assumed less responsibility, families assumed
more. Far from being passive, families came with distinct opinions
about education, the role of teachers and schools in society, and
the importance of education. They needed assistance in organiz-
ing meetings, a place in which to meet, and child care while the
meetings took place. Once these were provided, the associations
usually sustained themselves and grew.
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Changes in Established Strategies
In addition to developing new strategies for family involvement,
teachers began changing older, established ways of family involve-
ment. Questionnaires designed to provide information about
children's educational backgrounds and home life became more
open-ended, fewer meetings were structured by teachers, and fami-
lies organized themselves to mobilize volunteers to assist teachers
in the classroom or with special events. Teachers spent. less time
talking and more time listening and observing. As teachers began
to see families as rich sources of knowledge, they became more
aware of families' educational interests and concerns and of family
support networks and learning that were already in place in
the home.

Parent-teacher orientation sessions evolved from school-wide for-
mal meetings to more relaxed gatherings hosted by teachers in
their classrooms. Families could see the inside of the classroom,
begin to establish a rapport with the teacher, and meet other
families. Many teachers postponed orientations from the first week
to a later date and invited children to come with their families so
that students could demonstrate classroom routines, sing songs,
read books, and show parents their early work. Teachers felt that
having children take part in the orientation was important. "Even
if it was crowded, I wanted the children there. I wanted them to
hear what I was telling their parents, so that they would know my
expectations," teacher Rhodalyne Gallo noted (personal commu-
nication, March 1994). Personal contact with the entire family
from the beginning underscored the value of families work-
ing together.

During home visits, teachers brought folders of student work and
asked children to tell their families about what they had accom-
plished. "I'eachers asked families to help set goals for their child,
to state their strengths and areas For concern, to help with their
homework, and to give teachers feedback on classroom instrtic-
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Lion. In their own homes, families were often willing to talk more
openly with teachers.

Parent-teacher conferences also shifted toward a two-way flow of
infbrmation rather than a teacher reviewing a lengthy report. Some
teachers compiled short lists of questions that they sent home in
English and the native language before each conference. In this
way, families had time to think through responses and practice
them in their new language. They had more self-confidence be-
cause they knew what would be discussed and they could prepare
ahead of time.

What We Have Learned
Our experience with family involvement has taught us many les-
sons. Perhaps the most important of these is that, contrary to
conventional wisdom, Southeast Asian refugee families do want to
participate in their children's education. The type of participation
U.S. schools hope for, however, will not happen by itself; it re-
quires special effort on the part of educators. Here are some
things that educators can do to promote family involvement:

I. Extend routine channels of communication. The school should
take the initiative to contact families and develop personal rela-
tionships with refugee and immigrant families. To help staff better
understand immigrant families' special concerns, schools can en-
courage families to fbrm their own parent advisory boards. Home-
school journals, homework letters, and home visits, clone with the
aid of translators if necessary, offer opporn-mities fbr families to
express concerns and ask questions in a more relaxed atmosphere.

Educators need to understand that fbr many families, involvement
in their children's education is a new concept that needs to be
discussed, rather than mandated by institutions; other immigrant
families can serve as models. Building mist and personal relation-
ships requires an investment of time, but it is essential.
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2. Explicitly explain classroom goals. In general, U.S. classrooms
reflect methods of instruction that differ radically from those most
Asian immigrants and refugees have experienced. In the typical
Asian classroom, large numbers of students sit quietly in rows,
i espondmg only when directly addressed. Encountering the noisy
activity of a U S. classroom for the first time, many Asian parents
wonder how children are able to learn. Therefore, teachers need
to discuss different models of instruction and the expectations and
roles of parents and teachers that these different models assume.
Family members need to experience the kinds of instruction that
they are asked to replicate. Older brothers and sisters should he
actively iemuted since they often serve as tutors and benefit equally
from teaching (Caplan, Choy, & Whitmore, 1992; Rumbaut &
Ima, 1987).

Home visits, homework letters, and videotaped examples of school
activities or teaching methods can also reinforce information about
school routines and instruction. -these give access to vital informa-
tion fbr those who cannot attend meetings at school In the United
States, many immigrant families own video cassette players; if teach-
ers videotape workshops or classroom routines, children can pro-
vide a narrative at home.
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3. Make the school environment newcomer-friendly. Educational
institutions should be approachable and non-threatening. Institu-
tions need to support altern-live ways of working with families
rather than assume that everyone deserves the same treatment or
that families should learn to adapt to the norms of the dominant
culture. With Asian immigrants, for example, communication may
need to be negotiated through a neutral third party, especially
when confronting probleins.

Schools should look at their institutions through the eves of the
newcomer: Are translators available to explain expectations and
school routines to new families? Are new families paired with
established families so that school communications, holidays, and
extracurricular activities are explained? Do families see a familiar
face at school events? Are forms translated? When people walk
into a school building or classroom, is work in the student's native
language visible? Are there people in the school who are familiar
enough with the families' culture to help avert situations that may
be embarrassing, confitsing, or insulting? An approachable, wel-
coming school environment is the product of awareness, fore-
thought, and effort.

1 he school program should adapt to meet the needs of families,
rather than expect families to adapt to existing structures. In pub-
lic schools, this may mean separate VIA meetings or break-out
discussion groups to allow for communication in native languages.
Bilingual interpreters and translations of important documents
should be provided. If finances allow, child care and transporta-
tion need to be provided so that everyone can participate. Per-
sonal invitations by teachers, community liaisons, or family volun-
teers also help assure adults that their presence at meetings is
valued. Mothers, fathers, aunts, uncles, grandparents, brothers and
sisters, and close family friends must be involved, since all are
important teachers. Parentteacher conferences may need to occur
at home or on weekends when family members are available.
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4. Make the process collaborative, with family members treated as
hill partners. Participation is rarely a problem when parents are
encouraged to assume positions of responsibilitywhen they help
plan, design, and assess activities, take leadership roles, and advo-
cate for their children. Problems arise when time is not taken on a
regular basis to check that educational programs are keeping pace
with the needs and demands of the people they serve. Educators
may need to give up their leadership roles and allow family mem-
bers to set agendas and conduct meetings. Families need safe
environments to ask questions, vent frustrations, discuss issues of
importance to them, and learn ways of negotiating unfamil-
iar systems.

With a collaborative model, the educator becomes a facilitator who
helps family members learn NV2IN'S of interacting with school staff
that are culturally appropriate for them and yet effective within
the mainstream school culture. Teachers can act as liaisons be-
tween families and school, informing institutions of social and
personal issues raised by students or their Families.

5. Work within the community, involving mutual assistance asso-
ciations and established social service organizations. In a 1994
survey Of immigrants, refugees, social service providers, lawyers,
and policy makers conducted by the National Coalition of Advo-
cates for Students, respondents cited the need for school-commu-
nity partnerships. According to Vivian \Alai-Fun Lee (1994), "In-
(Teasingly, more schools realize that they alone cannot serve im-
migrant families effectively and that they need more bilingual and
bicultural services. Schools are still not granting access to immi-
grant community-based organizations who want to provide ser-
vices to immigrant schools at school sites. Many teachers are not
aware of both pre-entry and post-entry trauma (i.e., poverty, preju-
dice, discrimination) experienced by immigrant families, which
can be a hindrance do their children's learning."
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Conclusion
In its last years of operation, PREP underwent a fundamental shift
in the way its staff approached Family involvement. Viewing fami-
lies as resources, as "funds of knowledge" (Gonzalez et al., 1993),
PREP's shift in approach helped family members learn new skills,
strengthened intergeneratio:ial ties, improved home-school com-
munication, and helped participants achieve a sense of personal
power and satisfaction.

As an institution, PREP underwent structural changes to keep
pace with educators' interests. Budgets were redesigned, and new
activities were supported. If' only one teacher on a team wanted to
experiment with a new approach, that teacher was given logistical
support, time, and encouragement. Throughout the process, it

was important that change was not mandated by program admin-
istrators, but rather came from teachers and families.

During PREP graduation ceremonies, parents, standing with their
children, received recognition for their accomplishments as edu-
cators in their own right. At his children's graduation ceremony, a
soft-spoken father of four and president of the PIA spoke enthu-
siastically of his experience as a PREP parent. "I find if I ask
questions about my children's education, I can help them more,"
he said. "I want to know what they are learning. Having this
opportunity here to he PTA president has really helped to inform
me and give me confidence. When I go to America I will do the
samethat is, get involved in my Children's education."
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